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An infinitely long, central rod in a fluid-filled 
cylinder, embedded in an elastic, transversely isotropic 
solid is used as a model to study the behavior of an acoustic 
logging tool. The solid can be characterized by its density 
P2 and elastic constants A, C, F, L, and N. For simplicity, 
the axis of the hole is assumed to be the same as the symme­
try axis of the solid medium. The solutions obtained are 
expressed in terms of appropriate scalar and vector displace­
ment potentials. The output, chosen to be acoustic pressure 
on the central rod, is computed by means of a double Fourier 
transform. These solutions can also be applied to an iso­
tropic case if appropriate elastic constants for the solid 
are used.
Transient waveforms have been computed for three 
different models of rock types: isotropic sandstone, lime-
stone-anisotropic shale, and gypsum-soil. In order to avoid 
the real singularities present in the integrand, only the 
imaginary part of the solution for the pressure function is 
numerically integrated along the axial wavenumber axis to 
obtain the Fourier coefficients for the refracted body waves. 
However, complex singularities with small imaginary parts 
(or attenuations) may occur in the range of frequency and 
wavenumber of interest. The problem due to these complex
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singularities may be best avoided by making the size of the 
fluid annulus, between the tool and the hole wall, small.
The Fourier coefficients for the tube wave and normal modes 
may be computed from the real part of the pressure function 
in the neighborhood of the real singularities. The waveforms 
of the refracted body waves, tube waves, and normal modes 
then can be obtained by inverse Fourier transformation of 
the corresponding Fourier coefficients. The synthetic log 
or total waveforms may be produced by summing these wave­
forms together.
Numerical results show that the refracted compressional 
and shear waves propagate at constant speeds equal to (C/pg)^
iand (L/p^)2, respectively. The tube wave and normal modes
are found to be dispersive. The phase velocity of the tube
wave at low frequency depends on the elastic constant N only.
The amplitudes of the refracted compressional and shear
2waves are found to vary as 1/z and 1/z respectively, where 
z is the dimensionless axial source-to-receiver distance.
The amplitudes of the tube wave and normal modes do not 
decrease with distance, except in the case that the quantity
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A useful measurement employed in borehole logging is the 
velocity of compressional waves in the surrounding rock. In 
typical acoustic logging tools, a source generates a pressure 
pulse in the fluid and a pressure-sensitive receiver a few 
feet away indicates the travel time of the first-arriving 
signal of the compressional wave refracted through the rock 
(White, 1965). The velocity of the compressional wave in the 
rock then can be computed from the first arrival1s travel time. 
The velocity logs obtained from the measurement, essentially 
continuous with depth, are very useful in the interpretation 
of the seismic sections in oil exploration. Also, they are a 
tool for evaluating the properties of the oil-producing for­
mations. Furthermore, it has been recognized that other valu­
able information, such as the speed of shear waves in the rock 
and the presence of fractures intersecting the hole, may be 
contained in the full waveform recorded by the tool (Paillet, 
1980).
Elastic wave propagation in a cylindrical, fluid-filled, 
borehole, which is very important to the problem of acoustic 
logging, has recently received fairly wide spread treatment 
for an isotropic case. White and Zechman (1968) computed 
numerically the response of a rigid tool in non-porous dis­
sipative media. Rosenbaum (1974) computed the responses due
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to a point source on the axis of a fluid-filled borehole in 
porous media. Asymptotic methods were employed by Roever et 
al. (1974) and Peterson (1974) in their theoretical studies. 
Tsang and Rader (1979) investigated the problem using the 
methods of real axis and branch-cut integrations, and recent­
ly, Young (1979) used the generalized ray theory to investi­
gate the same problem.
In this study, the method similar to the one described 
by White and Zechman (1968) is applied to compute the transi­
ent response of an acoustic logging tool in transversely iso­
tropic media. Numerical results are illustrated and discussed 
for three models: isotropic sandstone, limestone-anisotropic
shale, and gypsum-soil.
Throughout the following discussion, the word ,Trefracted" 
is assumed to have the same meaning as "critically refracted".
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II. GENERAL THEORY
1. Geometry of the Problem
Consider a fluid-filled borehole of radius "a" embedded 
in an infinite elastic transversely isotropic solid as shown 
in Figure 1. To simplify the problem, we shall assume that 
the axis of the hole is the same as the symmetry axis of the 
solid medium. The cylindrical coordinates (r,0, z) with the 
z-axis coincident with the hole axis is more convenient to 
use than other coordinate systems since we can take the advant­
age of the axial symmetry of the problem. The fluid and solid 
will be called medium 1 and medium 2 with the same subscripts, 
respectively. The medium 1 can be characterized by its density 
(p^) and compressional or P-wave speed (a^). The medium 2 
can be described by its density (p2  ̂ anĉ  a °f five elastic
moduli A, C, F, L, and N (White, 1965).
The equivalent elastic moduli and average density for a 
laminated medium which is transversely isotropic are listed 
(after White, 1965) in Appendix A.
The horizontal and vertical P-wave speeds for plane 
waves in transversely isotropic media are equal to (A/p2 )2
l X Xand (C/pg) , respectively. The quantities (L/p2 )2 and (N/p2 )2 
are the vertical and horizontal shear or S-wave speeds respec­
tively. With A = C = X+2y, L = N = y , and F = A - 2 N = X , 
where X and u are Lame coefficients, the medium will become 




MEDIUM 2 (  SOLID) :
/*,A,C,F, L,N
Figure 1. Geometrical configuration of the problem. The 
z-axis is the symmetry axis of the solid.
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At present, there is no example of elastic constants and 
density for a transversely isotropic rock in the real earth 
section that are obtained accurately enough from field measure­
ments (White, 1980). However, plausible elastic constants 
can be computed from the properties of a laminated medium by 
the formulas similar to the ones given in Appendix A (Levin, 
1979). Three sets of elastic constants are listed in Table 1. 
The constants for isotropic sandstone are taken from White and 
Zechman (1968). The limestone-anisotropic shale and the gyp- 
sum-soil constants are taken from Levin (1979).
The limestone-anisotropic shale is given as an example’ 
of a transversely isotropic medium with moderate degree of 
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2. Displacements, Strains, and Stresses.
Displacements:
The displacements can be derived from a scalar potential 
<p and a vector potential ¥ (White and Zechman, 1968)
u = V<f> + Vx¥ . (1 )
The vector potential can also be expressed in terms of 
two scalar functions y and x
* - Xaz + 7x (yaz ) (2 )
where a is the unit vector in the z-direction. The displace- z
ments in terms of $ , x and y can be derived from E q . 1 and 2 as
the following . . . . .2
u = ii + i  ll + ±_Xr 3r r 89 3r3z ’
u — 1. M. _ IX (3)9 r 39 3r r 393z *  ̂ J
u = li _ lix _ I ll _ I 1±Lz 3z 3r2 r ar f
Strains:
The strain components can be expressed in terms of the 




r _  1 3u0 u+  —E
3u  
_  z
9 r  * CDCO
11*1CDCDl) £ Z Z 3z
-  3u  1 z 3u  =  - £  +
3u  • 
z




u 0 . 1 3 u r
3r r  r  3 0 "
(4)
Stresses:
The stress-strain relationships in transversely isotropic 
media are the following (Takeuchi and Saito, 1972)
= A(£ + £ ) - 2Neflfl + F£ ,rr rr 00 0 0 zz 1
P QQ = A (£ + £qq) - 2N£ + F£ ,00 rr 0 o rr zz f
Pzz = F(er r + e09> + Cszz *
P. = L £q , P = L £ , P _ = N£ ,02 0z ’ zr zr ’ r0 r<
(5)
3. Equations of Motion.
For simplicity, we shall limit our attention to the case
of axial symmetry as we assumed in Figure 1. For this case
u n is taken to be zero and u and u are independent of the 0 r z
azimuth 0. We now consider the forces acting on an elementary 
volume in cylindrical coordinates (see Figure 2). The radial 
forces per unit volume due to the stress prr is given by
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Az[(r + Ar)A0prr(r:+ Ar) - r A9prr(r)] 3prr  ̂ prr 
Ar(rA0) Az 3r + r
The tangential force in the radial direction due to pzr is
Pzr(z + Az)rA9Ar - pzr(z)rA9Ar 3pzr
r(rA9) Az “ - 3z
As may be seen from Figure 2, the azimuthal stresses p Qg(9) 
and p Qq(0+A9) are the same in magnitude but not exactly oppo­
site in direction, differing by A9. This will result in a 
negative radial force with magnitude - pQQA9ArAz, or in term 
of force per unit volume as - ^90 .
Similarly, .the same type of analysis may be performed for 
the forces in the z-direction. The forces along the same 
direction may be summed together and then equated to the unit 
mass to yield these equations of motion,
o0P P P fln 3p 3 U*rr , ^rr ^09 , *zr _ r
3r r 3z p 3t2
^ z r  , ^zr , 3^zz ® uz
3r + r + 3z = *> 3t2








Figure 2 . Stresses on a cylindrical element.
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4, Displacement Potentials.
From Eq. 3, with u^ = 0, = 0 and, = - -|̂  , we have
- . s2y _ 3^
r 3r d r d z  d r " 3z
u = 14 - li = ii + 11 + i (7)z 3z ^r 2 r 3r 3z 3r r
In fluid only the compressional potential exists, so = 0 and
Eq. 7 becomes
U = 3—r dr
B<l>1 (8 )
uz =
For solid, both compressional and shear potentials exist and 
Eq. 7 can be applied to this case.
Introduction of the relations in Eq. 3 into Eq. 6 leads
to the results that <p̂  must satisfy the relation
3 , 3<l>, 32<j>, , 3 24>i
 i + -  ~ - ±  + --- -- = — ----- 1 (9)
3r2 r 3r 3z2 a2 3t 21
where the subscript 1 is designated for medium 1 or fluid.
The above equation (Eq. 9) can be solved by the method of 
separation of variables by assuming the solution in the form 
of
(J>i(r,z,t) = R(r)Z(z)T(t) (10)
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Substitution of Eq. 10 into Eq. 9 results in the exponential 
forms for both Z(z) and T(t), which we can express as
Z(z) «  eU z
T(t) ^  e
(11)
ia)t
where Z is wavenumber and co is angular frequency. The solution 
R(r) must satisfy the equation
i?
dr a
d R , 1  d R ..2 oo . _
T 2 r d T  ~ " ~ 2 > R = 0 (12)
’I
which has the solutions in the form of modified Bessel func­
tions of the first and second kinds of order zero, I (7ft, r).and
0 o -1
2 2W ) ,  whereTTt^ = ( l  - . (See Appendix B for definitions
a lof, and relationships between, Bessel functions.) The argu­
ment 771^ can be a real or complex number. So, R(r) may be 
expressed as
R(r) = D1Io (?nir) + D2K o (7\ r) (13)
where the coefficients and D2 are generally complex. If
the argument 77^ becomes pure imaginary, the modified Bessel
functions IQ and Kq , for example, will become the ordinary
Bessel functions J and -s-(J - i Y ) respectively.o 2 o o
For the problem of a logging tool in a borehole, both IQ
and Kq are finite inside the annulus between the logging tool 
and the wall of the hole, so they are valid solutions for c^.
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This is not the case for the solutions for the displacement 
potentials in the solid which we shall see later.
Combining all solutions for <j>^(r,z,t) we have
<j>i(r,z,t)= - 1 z /“ /"[C1(Jl,(i))I0 (̂ l1r)+C2 (S,,oo)K CW^r)]*
( 2 TT ) -oo-oo i£z icot , e e diidw (14)
where and C^ are complex constants.
In the solid, both compressional and shear potentials 
(  ̂andY ) will have to be considered. Since the function Io
can become infinite with large argument (see Appendix B ) ,
only Kq can be the solutions. For this case, the potentials
<p is assumed to vary as Kq r) and the potential y as
K (X-r). The potential $ , which is the negative value of o z
the partial derivative with respect to r of y , then varies 
as K^(X2r ) • The expressions for the radial wavenumbers Tn.̂  
and ^2 niay be defined as the following (see Appendix C)
77t2 = oj((-B + (B2- 4 A C)*)/2A)4 
x 2 = <-B - (B2- 4 A C)*)/2A)4
A = AL (15)
B = (AC-^-2FL)[P?-(A+l )-------(I)2]
(AC-F -2FL) “
£ = LC^  - - <£>2i
In addition, the condition of transverse isotropy results in 
the propagation of "quasi-P" and "quasi-S" waves, since the
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P-wave will have both compressional and shear components and 
the S-wave will have both shear and compressional components 
(Stoneley, 1949). Also, the equations of motion (Eq. 6 ) are 
not satisfied by <j> nor by tJj. as defined above alone. However, 
two particular combinations of $ and ^ do satisfy the equ­
ations of motion (White, 1980), and the Fourier transform of 
them are:
Kr,*,<D): = A2Ko % r) + bf B2Ko°f2r)
(16)
n  r.A.w) = a ' A ^ C T ^ r )  + B ^ O ^ r )
where
_Tn2 (F+2L) I  -  ATJIg - p2u 
a 1 = . ̂ [ w 5 5 ]
1Jt LA - (A-F-L)%„ - p„u
(17)
. .  h i 2 - ( A - F - D X 2 -P2U Vj i —  ̂ r        —  ID V *• 9 9 9 J2 (F+2L) I  - AX2 - poi
The coefficients A2 , B2 , a 1, and b' are complex. The expres­
sions for a 1 and b f are derived in Appendix D.
5. Boundary Conditions and Solutions.
For the mathematical model of an acoustic logging tool, 
it is appropriate to consider (White and Zechman, 1968) the 
tool as a rigid cylinder, infinitely long, with a source des­








Figure 3. Geometry of an idealized logging tool and 
borehole (after White and Zechman, 1968).
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The receiver is assumed to be sensitive to pressure fluctu­
ations at the wall of the tool at some distance Z from theo
source. The radius of the tool is and the radius of the 
hole is r^g (see Figure 3).
In the fluid, both K (TJfĉ r) and Io (77ĵ r) will be the solu­
tions. Only Ko (77^r), K^CT^r), K^OCg1*) > and can be
the solutions for the solid because I and I- can be infiniteo 1
at large arguments.
There are four coefficients to be solved for (C^, C2 , ^2 * 
and B2 ) so we will need four boundary conditions. The bounds 
ary conditions may be stated as the following
1 . radial displacement at the wall of the tool, Ur (roi>
I »- ai), is to be specified,
2 . continuity of radial displacements, ^ ( r ^ ’ ^ 9 ^ ^ * 
at the wall of the hole,
3. continuity of radial stresses, P (r19, £,00), at therr x £
hole wall, and
4. vanishing of tangential stresses, P2^ (^12, at 
the hole wall.
The above boundary conditions yield four simultaneous 
equations (see Appendix E) which can be solved for the four 
coefficients needed. The set of these equations can be written 
in the matrix form as
T-2424 17
*





where M is a 4x4 matrix with the elements:
M12 ~ 7\ Kl(?7?lr01) *
M14 = 0 ,
*21 = " >W 7\ r12)’ M!22 “ 7\ Ki(77?iri2 )
M23
M24
- (7n2 + i I  a ’)K1 (7722r12)
- (b'7C2 + i£)K1 (X2r12),
M 31 pl“ I0 (??7lrl2 ) M32 P1oi KQ ^ l r12^
M33 = U C ^ A - F O  + (A-F)iAa* 2 ]K0 (77Z2r12)} + 
2Nr 2 {7h2 + )K, (^0r,0 ) ,
M34
r 2 12
[X22b'A - FZ2b' + (A-F)i£X2 ]K0 ()C2r12) + 
§S (ii + b'*2 ) Kl(X 2r12),
M41
12 
= 0 , m42 - 0,
M43 = [ u 2  + 77l22)a‘ “ 2i^ ]Kl (7??2r12) and




The complex constants C^, Cg* anc* ma^ °̂ "ta^nec  ̂
solving eq. 18 in terms the source function ^ ( T q ^, £, oj) and 
other known variables.
In an acoustic logging tool, a transducer flush with the 
central cylinder senses acoustic pressure (White and Zechman, 
1968), and the Fourier transform of this pressure is
PCr01> l.io) = plU2 [C1I0 (^1r01)+C2K0 (»l1r01)] (20)
Since and C2 are known, the pressure in the time-domain, 
p(rQ^,z,t), is obtained by the Fourier transformation,
p(r0 1 ,z,t) = — /“ /cop(r01,Z,(1j)elX'2e:L“t dS.dto (21)
( 2tt) — oo —
The expression for P in Eq. 20 may have some finite number of 
singularities as will be discussed later.
6 . Source Function (after White and Zechman, 1968).
To limit the integration in eq. 21 along wavenumber or 
£-axis to the range -L to +L can be achieved by having the 
source function Ur (rQ^, I  , go ) proportional to the box-car 
function U ( Z +L)-U(£-L), where U is the unit-step function.
The Fourier transform of this function is (sin Lz)/(ttz) as 
shown in the top part of Figure 4. This function alone is not 
very suggestive of a "localized source" and a better distribu­
tion along the z-axis can be obtained from the assumption that
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Ur (i*oi, & , a) ) is also proportional to ( L / ttZ )sin( ttjZ/L) of which 
the Fourier transform is the box-car function of z, U(z+tt/L)
- U(z-tt/L), sketched in the middle part of Figure 4. The 
bottom curve of Figure 4, which is the Fourier transform of 
the product [U( £+L)-U( £-L) ] [ (L/7r£)sin(7r£/L) ] obtained by con­
volving the first two curves in the same Figure, may be 
accepted as a reasonable "localized source."
Integration along w can be limited to a finite range by 
assuming Ur (rQ^, Z, oj) is proportional to the function in the 
upper part of Figure 5. The expression for this function is
tt sin[7r((jL)+co )/oj 1 ______0___ c
2ojc Si'( it)[(oj+o)o )/ojc ]
for —(x)— oj+oo \ it iso c o c
tt sin[ttCoo-oj )/cd 1 t  ______0 c.
2ui Si( tt) [ (oj-w ) /w ]C 0 c
for oj -U <aK(jj +03 ; and it is zero elsewhere (Jahnke, Emde and o c o c
Losch, 1960). The inverse transform of this function (Papoulis, 







Source-strength distribution along z-axis 




Source as a function of frequency and of time 
(After White and Zechman, 1968).
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The source function ^r ^roi» can then be written as
Ur (roi» w) = G(£)F(uO (22)
where
G( A) = [ U( £+L) -  U ( £ - L ) ] ( L / 7 r £ ) s i n ( T r £ / L ) ,
TTSin [ 7r(aj+W ) . o c ; —co —to <co<—co +co ,
2co Si(TT)[(co+<o )/(0j c c 0 cC 0 c
F(co)= • r / x / ,Trsin [ Tt(CO—CO_ ) /coj o c
o  o  j / -  \ r / \ / t> C 0  — CO ^  GO ̂  CD +C0 (23)2u) Si( tt) [ (co-co )/cd J o c o cc c c
0; e ls e w h ere
and Si(tt ) is equal to 1.8516.
Integration along i  can be changed to summation by multi­
plying co) by the function
00
I 6(£-KA£)A£
K= - o o
and this will corresponds to convolution in z-domain with its 
Fourier transform (Papoulis, 1962, p. 44)
OQ
Z 5(z -2ttK/A£)
K = - o o
°° 2ttKConvolution of the bottom curve in Figure 4 with I 6(z- ^ — )
K=-oo
results in repetition of the curve at intervals of (2tt/A£) as 
shown in the upper part of Figure 6 . We may think of these 
repeated curves as the "ghost sources" along the borehole axis. 
The smaller A£ we make the farther away these "ghost sources" 
from the central or "real source".
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Similarly, integration along oj may be changed to summation 
by multiplying ur^roi» £ > u)) by the function
09
Z 5(co-NAui) Ao)
N = - o o
whose inverse transform is
Z 6(t-27rN/Au).N=-co
This also causes the time-dependence of the source to be 
repeated at intervals of (2tt/Auj) as drawn in the bottom part 
of Figure 6 .
ZK
D istribu tion  along axis
Time -  -dependence
Figure 6 . Characteristics of source function (After White 
and Zechman, 1968).
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The summation at intervals A I  and Aoj can be considered as 
an approximation to the integral which represents the behavior 
of a single (real) source centered at z = 0 along the borehole 
axis and executing the transient at time t = 0. This approxi­
mation will cause the repetition of the pattern at z = 0 at 
intervals of (2tt/A£) along the z-axis and the repetition 
about t = 0 at intervals of (2tt/Au)> in. time. So, the approxi­
mation of the solutions for p(rg^,z,t) in Eq. 21 will consist 
of waves radiating from both "real source" and "ghost sources".
7. Singularities on the Real Axis: Unattenuated Modes.
Singularities of the solutions for the pressure function 
P in Eq. 20 can occur when the determinant of the matrix M 
in Eq. 18, which is the denominator of the solutions for 
and C^, becomes zero. We shall call this determinant D for 
convenience. For a given frequency a>, D will be a function of 
wavenumber I  and we may write D as D(&).
The imaginary part of D or Im D will become zero at the
same cutoff wavenumber as the imaginary part of the pressure
function for a given frequency. This cutoff wavenumber is
oj/ggj where gg is the shear wave speed in the solid, for an
isotropic case. For a transversely isotropic case, D and P
will become real at o>m/C , where C is the vertical shear. sv sv
wave speed in the solid. When i  is real, D(£) can become
zero only at some particular values which are greater than the
cutoff wavenumber I  , or when P is real. (See next sectionc
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for complex singularities). The discussion in this section 
will be about these real singularities which correspond to
i.1.
the tube wave or zero mode, and the normal modes of propa­
gation, which are the multiply reflected waves (Biot, 1952).
The number of the real singularities will depend on both 
frequency and the size of the! annulus of the fluid medium.
In general, they will increase as ui or the annulus size in­
creases, for the same solid medium. In addition, the occur­
rences of the singularities will also depend on the degree of 
anisotropy of the rock. For example, the model of a borehole 
filled with water in gypsum-soil will not have any real singu­
larity in the solutions for the pressure function at all.
The reason that there is no such singularity in that model is 
because the vertical shear wave, velocity, which is much less 
than the horizontal one, is less than the P-wave speed in 
the water. Only complex singularities may occur when is 
greater than 60 or C .
& O V
Figure 7, 8 , and 9 show the plots of the real part of 
the pressure function, Re P, for the sandstone model (see 
Table 1, for model parameters) at 21.0 kHz with three dif­
ferent configurations. Similar plots for the limestone- 
anisotropic shale are illustrated in Figures 10, 11, and 12. 
Figure 13 shows Re P at 12.0 kHz for the gypsum-soil model.
The range of £ is from 0 to 1.5 /cm for all cases.
From the above Figures, £q , £^, and are singular-
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Figure 7










0.40W A V E N U M B E R  (CM**-1)0.80 1 . 20 1.60 2.000.00
Real part of the pressure function for the sand­
stone model at 21.0 kHz, = 0.05 cm, r ^  ~ 10.0 cm.
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1.80 2.000.00 0.40 W A V E N U M B E R 0.80 1.20
Figure 8. Real part of the pressure function for sandstone
model at 21.0 kHz, rQ1 = 5.0 cm, r^9 = 10.0 cm.
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iTso0.00 0.40 0.80 1.20WflVENUMBER (CM**-1) 7.00
Figure 9. Real part of the pressure function for the sandstone 
model at 21.0 kHz, r^^ = 1.0 cm, r ^  ® 2.0 cm.
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act-o.oo o.uoW A V E N U M B E R  (CM**-10.80 1.20 1.50 2.00
Figure 10. Real part of the pressure function for the
limestone-anisotropic shale model at 21 kHz,
























0.00 0.40 0.80 1.20W A V E N U M B E R  (CM**-1) i . s o 2.00
Figure 11. Real part of the pressure function for the lime­
stone-anisotropic shale model at 21.0 kHz,
rQ1 = 5.0 cm, r ^  = 10.0 cm.
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OJLUccZDCO CO Q  
LUO
£=>-
o'. 00 0.40W R V E N U M 3 E R  (CM**-1)o. 80 1 . 2 0 2 . 00c
Figure 12. Real part of the pressure function for the lime-
stone-anisotropic shale model at 21.0 kHz,
rQ1 = 1.0 cm, r12 = 2.0 cm.
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o', soo.uo WflV EN U M S E R0.00 1.20) 2.00(CM i
Figure 13. Real part of the pressure function for the
gypsum-soil model at 12.0 kHz, r^^ = 0.05 cm, 
r g = 10.0 cm.
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ities corresponding to the tube wave, the first normal mode, 
and the second normal mode, respectively. As may be seen 
from Figures 7-12, there are more singularities, corresponding 
with the sharp peaks in Re P, at the same frequency when the 
size of the annulus increases. In Figure 13, where C is5 V
less than a^, no singularity occurs.
In the neighborhood of a given singularity we may 
assume that the real part of the pressure function varies as
where Q i is the strength of the singularity at I  ± , (White and 
Zechman, 1968).
The value of Q may be computed by using the values of 
Re P in the neighborhood of i ± , if i  can be detected accurately 
enough. At I  =  l ± + A V ,  where A£‘ is small compared to l ± ,
and at % = i  ^ - as! ,
Re P(£) * (24)
Re P ( i  - A H') (26)
Then, from eq. 26 and eq. 27, we have
T-2424
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[Re  P ( H ,  + A H ')-R e P ( H . -  A H ' ) ]
r\   LA X. 1 1
1 "  2 H 7  _______i _______   1 j ( 2 7 )
l(2 i ± + L V  ) (2Jli - A& 1 )
The contribution due to the singlarity at l  ^ to the Fourier 
coefficients at the selected frequency, for the mode of pro­
pagation corresponding to it, is -Qj.Csinj^z + i cos 2,-z),
(White and Zechman, 1968). After all singularities are 
detected by searching the real part of D, the strengths 
corresponding to them can be computed by Eq. 27, for the whole 
range of frequency of the source function. The contributions 
due to these singularities may be inverse Fourier transformed 
to obtain the waveforms of the tube wave or the normal modes.
In general, the amplitudes of the tube wave and the nor­
mal modes are not attenuated as the source-receiver distance 
increases, and they are much larger than the amplitudes of 
the refracted P- and S- waves.
Figure 14 shows the plot of the strengths of the tube 
wave and the first normal mode for the sandstone model with 
rQ1 = 5.0 cm and r12 = 10.0 cm. Notice that they are smooth 
functions of frequency. The tube wave in this model has the 
maximum strength at about 12.0 kHz and does not have a cutoff 
frequency in the range of 3.0 - 21.0 kHz. The first normal 








Figure 14. Strengths as functions of frequency for the
sandstone model, rQ;J * 5.0 cm, r^2 = 10.0 cm.
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8 . Singularities in the Complex Plane: Attenuated Modes.
In addition to real singularities discussed in the pre­
ceding section, the expression for the pressure function in 
Eq. 20 may have some finite number of complex singularities. 
These complex singularities, which ususally produce sharp 
peaks in the imaginary part of the pressure function, Im P, 
will correspond to the "attenuated" modes of propagation with 
phase velocities, generally, between the vertical P- and S- 
wave speeds in the transversely isotropic medium, or between 
the shear and compressional wave velocities in the isotropic 
solid.
If we express the wavenumber I  as a complex number I  - ia, 
at some particular value of - iiL , for a given frequ­
ency, the determinant D(£\-iiL) may become zero. The real 
part of Z^ or will usually be less than oj/&2 t h e  solid 
is isotropic, or if the solid is transversely isotropic.
The imaginary part of Z or a. will be the attenuation for thei 1
corresponding mode of propagation with this singularity. For 
a very small value of iu , the effect due to the singularity 
may be easily seen as a very sharp peak in the imaginary part 
of P along the real axis of Z . If iL is large, instead of 
seeing a very sharp peak in Im P, we will see a smoother peak 
because of the attenuation.
Figure 15 and 16 show the plots of Im P for the sandstone
T-2424
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model (see Table 1) with rQ1 = 0.05 cm and r12 * 10.0 cm at 
17.4 and 21.0 kHz, respectively. The sharp peak in Figure 15 
may be due to a complex singularity which has real part close 
to oj/Sg* In Figure 16, the very sharp peak may be due to a 
singularity whose real part is close to oj/ctg. The plot of 
the same model at 21.0 kHz with r ^  = 5*0 cm is shown in 
Figure 17. Notice that, in Figure 17, the peak at the same 
value of Z as the one in Figure 16 is much smoother. This 
may suggest that the attenuation is higher if the size of the 
fluid annulus decreases. The plot of Im P of the above model 
at the same frequency with rQ1 = 1.0 cm and r12 = 2.0 cm, in 
Figure 18, shows that for this case the attenuation may be 
even higher.
Similar plots of Im P for the limestone-anisotropic shale 
model at 21.0 kHz are shown in Figures 19, 20, and 21. For 
the gypsum-soil model, the plot of Im P at 12.0 kHz is shown 
in Figure 22.
Notice that, the values of Im P in Figure 22 are not 
actually zero before the cutoff wavenumber i  . Those values 
appear to be zero because they are very small compared to the 
maximum value of the large peak. Im P actually becomes zero
at £c *
The process of finding the accurate values of complex 
singularities is very time-consuming and quite difficult. At 
the present study, we do not have a good means to locate
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2.001 . 2 000 0.40W A V E N U M B E R 0.80
Figure 15. Imaginary part of pressure function of sandstone
model at 17.4 kHz, rQ1 = 0.05 cm, r12 = 10.0 cm.
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1 . 600. 800.40W f l V ENUMBER C C M ^ x - 1)0.00
Figure 16. Imaginary part of the pressure function for
sandstone model at 21.0 kHz, rQ1 = 0.05 cm,







l.SQ 2.000.40 Q. 30 1.20WflVENUMSER00
Figure 17. Imaginary part of the pressure function for
the sandstone model at 21.0 kHz, rQ1 = 5.0
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.00 0.40 0.80WflVENUMBER 2.001 . 2 0
Figure 18. Imaginary part of the pressure function for 
sandstone model at 21.0 kHz, r ^  = 1.0 cm, 
r-0 = 2.0 cm.i.
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2 . 000.40 0.80W R V E N U M B E R  (CM**-i)1.20 1 .so.00
Figure 19. Imaginary part of the pressure function for the
limestone-anisotropic shale model at 21.0 kHz,
rQ1 = 0.05 cm, r^2 = 10.0 cm.
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.00 0.40 0.80 1.20W R V E N U M B E R 1.60 2.00
Figure 20. Imaginary part of the pressure function for
limestone-anisotropic shale model at 21.0 kHz, 
rQ1 = 5.0 cm, r ^  = 10.0 cm.
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Figure 21. Imaginary part of the pressure function for the























1.S01 . 2 0)0.80(CM0.40WfiVENUMBER **-1).00 1x
Figure 22. Imaginary part of the pressure function for
gypsum-soil model at 12.Q kHz, rQ1 = 0.05 cm,
r12 = cm*
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the singularities quickly and with high accuracy, so the 
behavior of those attenuated modes of propagation cannot 
be studied extensively.
In this study, only the imaginary part of the pressure 
function will be used to compute the pressure detected by 
an acoustic logging tool, as will be discussed in the next 
section. The presence of these complex singularities will 
have some effects on the solution for p(rQ^,z,t) in Eq. 21 
which will provide waveforms Of the refracted P- and S- 
waves. The effects due to these singularities with small 
attenuations are such that the waveforms obtained will show 
ringing, which may be interpreted as "multiple refractions", 
and can obscure the singals of the refracted P- and S-waves 
if the amplitudes of the ringing waveforms are very strong. 
The above problem can be eliminated or avoided by reducing 
the size of the fluid annulus, which will cause the attenu­
ation to be higher. The results obtained and illustrated 
in Chapter III confirm this idea quite well.
If the complex singularities can be found with enough 
accuracy, we may be able to make corrections for the peaks 
that occur in the imaginary part of P to obtain a smoother 
function to integrate and eliminate the ringing due to them. 
Further study of this problem will be very useful for the 
modeling of an acoustic logging tool in a fluid-filled bore­
hole by the method similar to the one in this thesis.
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9. Integration of Imaginary Part of Pressure Function
From Eq. 21, the pressure sensed by the receiver in the 
fluid is,
p(rQ1 ,z,t) = — /°° f°° P(r0 1 ,£,u))el£zela)t d£dw (28)
( 2 TT ) — 00 —<»
where P Cr^, I , oj) or pressure function is defined in Eq. 20. 
The above equation may be written as,
p(rnl ,z,t) = — ^  F /"[Re P +ilm p]elS'ze1“t cUdm (29)
UX (217)^ -» -=>
where Re P and Im P are the real and imaginary parts of the
pressure function P, respectively.
As previously mentioned, Im P will be zero, or P will
become real, at I  > co/$0 or u)/C , where 80 C are the7 2 sv’ 2 sv
shear wave speed, for isotropic case, and vertical shear wave 
speed, for transversely isotropic case, in the solid medium, 
respectively.
Due to the symmetry of the source function previously
described, both Re P and Im P will be symmetric with re­
spect to SL. Thus Eq. 29 becomes
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White and Zechman (1968) found that Re P will have some
finite number of singularities, for the isotropic case, only
after P becomes real. These singularities will correspond 
to the tube wave and the so-called normal modes. The latter 
travel at phase velocities less than shear wave speed in the 
solid and greater than compressional wave speed in the fluid. 
The tube wave and normal modes propagate with no attenuation, 
as discussed in Section 7. For the method used by White and 
Zechman, both Re P and Im P are used in the process of 
numerical integration along I ,  after the singularities are 
detected and corrected for Re P.
In order to avoid the singularities of Re P in the in­
tegration along I ,  only the imaginary part Im P will be used.
This is justified by the following line of reasoning.
For any source distribution along the z-direction, the pres­
sure response is causal. Hence, the real and imaginary parts 
of the Fourier transform of the pressure response to a delta- 
function of time will be a Hilbert transform pair. If 
either is known, the other is known. Integration over 
wavenumber I  of the imaginary part Im P yields the imagin­
ary part of the Fourier transform of the pressure response.
If this function could be inverted over the complete fre­
quency range, the causal pressure response would appear for 
positive time and its negative image would be present for 
negative time. Numerical inversion necessarily limits the
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frequency range, which is achieved by multiplying the above 
imaginary part by a specified source function. This is 
equivalent to convolving the causal response and its negative 
image with a noncansal source wavelet. With a suitably short 
wavelet, the convolution with the causal response can be 
separated in time from the effects of the negative image.
The same type of limitation would apply, even if the real 
part of the Fourier transform were evaluated and used to 
cancel the negative image of the causal response. Fourier 
inversion over a limited frequency range would be equivalent 
to convolution of the causal pressure response with a non- 
causal wavelet. The result is noncausal, though suitable 
choice of a wavelet allows identification of events corre­
sponding to specific wave paths.
Later detailed study of this problem suggests that not 
only the real singularities can occur but also complex 
singularities, described in Section 8 .
The effects due to a very sharp peak as the one shown 
in Figure 15 and 16, are such that there will be ringing of 
the waveforms which we may interprete as "multiple refrac­
tions:. These so-called multiple refractions will be very 
strong if the size of the fluid annulus is large or if rQ1 
becomes very small. The ringing effects may be reduced or 
eliminated by reducing the size of the annulus or by using 
the tool with the size comparable to the size of the hole
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and by making the wavenumber increment, in the numerical in­
tegration of Eq. 30, very small, maybe, in the order of
0.001 /cm or less. However, the latter method will be less 
effective and consumes much more calculation time in the 
computer. Thus, the recommended solution to the problem is 
to have the logging tool with the size about the same as 
the size of the hole. This will cause the singularities to 
move to higher frequency range and eliminate the multiple 
refractions.
To integrate Im P numerically, we have to limit the range 
of the parameters of the integrals to some finite values.
This can be done by limiting the bandwidth of the source func­
tion as previously described. The integral signs may then 
be approximated by the summation signs after multiplying the 
source.,function by the Dirac fences. Thus, Eq. 30 may be 
written as
o c M
p(r01’z,t) - ; [{̂ f Im p(r01’°’“)+f Z Im p(r01,mA«.,Cd)
WC m=1
cos(mA£Z) }A£]eiajtduj (31)
where M = £ / A£max
i  = maximum wavenumber, max
Uq + uc = maximum angular frequency,
a) - oj = minimum angular frequency, and o c
Z = source - receiver spacing.
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The same set of data for Im P can be used to calculate the 
waveforms for more than one offset distance at the same time.
The summation along I  at each frequency will give the 
component of the function to be inverse Fourier transformed 
at that frequency. The inverse Fourier transformation can be 
easily performed on the computer by the FFT (Fast Fourier 
Transform) program (see, e.g., Claerbout, 1976).
The output from the FFT program will be the waveform of 
the body wave (refracted P- and S-waves) and their "ghosts” . 
For some cases that the shear speed of the solid is less than 
the compressional speed of the fluid (e.g. Gypsum-soil model) 
there may exist the attenuated mode of tube wave, but not the 
refracted shear waves, which propagates at the phase velocity 
higher than the shear speed in the solid and lower than the 
compressional speed of the fluid.
Due to the fact that only.Im P is used to compute the
waveforms of the pressure detected by the receiver, the re-
■r
suits obtained will be useful only to the time equals Aco, 
which is half of the maximum time-window that we would obtain 
by using both Re P and Im P because the output will be anti­
symmetric about the time equal to tt/Aoj. This will limit the 
length of the offset distances we can use unless we use smal­
ler increment for the frequency, since if the travel time 
exceeds .tt/Aoj, we will have the aliasing problem. However, 
the smaller Aoj we use the more computer time will be needed.
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Figure 23 shows an example of the sum of Im P for the 
limestone-anisotropic shale model with r^^ * 5.0 cm, r ^  *
10.0 cm, A& = 0.0015/cm, and the source-receiver distance of
50.0 cm. A similar plot for the same model with r ^  = 1.0 cm 
rl2 = cm an(* ^  = 0.005/cm is illustrated in Figure 24. 
Notice that, in the case of larger size of annulus (Figure 
23), the sum of Im P is not as smooth as in the case of 
smaller annulus (Figure 24), even though the wavenumber in­
crement is about three times smaller. The smoother the curve 














3.00 15.00 19.00 23.007.00F R E Q U E N C Y  (KHZ)
Figure 23. Sum of Im P from 3 to 21 kHz of the limestone-
anisotropic shale model with r ^  = 5.0 cm,
r ^  ” 10.0 cm, Ail = 0.0015/cm, and z = 50. cm.
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3.00 7.00 15.00 19.00 23.00F R E Q U E N C Y  (KHZ)
Figure 24. Sum of Im P from 3 to 21 kHz of the limestone-
anisotropic shale with = 1*0 r X2 ~ cm,
M  = 0.005/cm, and z = 50.0 cm.
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10. Phase and Group Velocities
The phase velocities of the body waves refracted in the
solid are constant. For the isotropic case, they are and
$2 f°r the refracted P- and S-waves, respectively. The phase
velocities of the refracted P- and S-waves in transversely
isotropic solid are C and C , respectively. C is the ^ pv sv* *  J pv
vertical P-wave speed.
The group velocities of the refracted body waves will be 
constant and equal to the phase velocities. Thus, the refrac 
ted P- and S-waves are non-dispersive. However, the tube 
wave and the normal modes are dispersive. They propagate at 
different phase velocities at different frequencies.
For a given frequency uk , the phase velocity of a tube 
wave or a normal mode may be expressed as
03 .
c j ) = £ , j = 0, 1, 2, .... (32)
j
where I . is a real (or real part) of a singularity correspond J "t hing to the j mode of propagation. For example, Cq is the 
phase velocity of the tube wave.
The low-frequency-limit of the tube wave speed Ĉ , is 
derived in Appendix E. The value of c^ obtained by using Eq. 
32 will agree with C,p at low frequencies only when the elas­
tic constant N is used in place of u in the formula (E9) 
derived for the isotropic case.
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The speed Ĉ , is useful for approximating Cq at low frequ­
ency when Cq is difficult to find, as for the case of the 
gypsum-soil model, where the phase velocity of the attenuated 
tube wave has to be computed from the real part of the complex 
singularity.
The group velocity G - at a particular frequency co. mayJ 1
be written as (Morse and Ingrad, 1968, p. 478)
W  = A - ,  f 1 (33)
j i
or in the finite difference form as,
a). rc. (aj.+Ao))-c. (a). -Atu) -i -1G.(«.) = C .(id. H i --- 1-— r [ j 1 . _-x J . ■*.— ]>3 l J l c • (a). ) 2Aoj
J
(34)
The plots of phase and group velocities obtained by 
using the above formulas (Eq. 32 and 34) for the sandstone 
model (see Table 1) with rq ^ = 5.0 cm and r ^  “ 10.0 cm are 
shown in Figures 25 and 26, respectively.
From the above figures, both tube wave and first normal 
mode are obviously dispersive. The phase velocity of the 
tube wave increases with frequency, whereas the phase velo­
city of the first normal mode decreases as the frequency in­
creases. The low-frequency asymptotes for the tube wave and 
the first normal mode are C,p and > respectively. The high 
frequency asymptote for the first normal mode is the P-wave 







Figure 25. Phase velocities of tube wave and first normal 
mode for sandstone model, r^^ = 5.0 cm, r ^  = 
cm. The low-frequency-limit speed of the tube
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Figure 26. Group velocities of tube wave and first normal
mode for sandstone model, rQ1 = 5.0 cm,
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III. Numerical Results and Discussions
A computer program is developed on the CDC Cyber 720 to 
compute transient waveforms for an acoustic logging tool in 
transversely isotropic media discussed in Chapter II. The 
calculations for an isotropic case which is a special case of 
transversely isotropic media, will take less time since the 
variables a 1 and b* in Eqw., 17 are zero , and we do not have 
to compute the values of and 
expressions of Eq. 15. Instead, we can use Eq. CIO to obtain
%2 and ̂ 2 *
The matrix equation (Eq. 18) is first solved for C^ and
C , which will be used to obtain the pressure function in E q .
£
20. The program will search for real singularities in the 
pressure function by looking for the change of signs in the 
real part of the determinant D from the cutoff wavenumber to 
the, maximum wavenumber. After the singularities are found 
with enough accuracy, their values will be stored and used 
to compute strengths, phase and group velocities, of the modes 
of propagation corresponding with them, for the whole range 
of frequency of the source function described by Eq. 23. The 
Fourier coefficients for the unattenuated modes are then com­
puted from their strengths, then added together and inverse 
Fourier transformed, to obtain the waveforms. These waveforms 
will be plotted under the title of "normal modes."
a L from rather complicated
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The Fourier coefficients for the refracted P- and S-waves 
obtained by summing the imaginary part of the pressure func­
tion are stored separately from the normal mode components.
The waveforms from these coefficients, after inverse Fourier 
transformation, will be plotted under the title "body waves."
The normal modes are then added to the body waves to 
produce the "total waveforms" or synthetic log.
In this study, transient waveforms for three models are 
computed: sandstone, limestone-anisotropic shale, and gypsum-
soil (see Table 1). The results and discussions are the 
following:
1. Sandstone Model.
The density and elastic constants for the sandstone are 
listed in Table 1. The other parameters used are:
P1 1.5 gm/cm
al = 1.65 x 105 cm/s
r01 s « o cm
h* to = 2.0 cm
fmax = 21.0 kHz
f . m m = 3.0 kHz
Af o • to kHz
^max = 1.5 /cm
JI . m m =
o•o /cm
M = 0.005 /cm
offsets o•omII 2 00.0 , 300.0 cm
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The slim-hole model is used in this case to avoid the 
ringing problem due to sharp peaks in the imaginary part of 
the pressure function , previously discussed in Sections 8 and 
9 of Chapter XI. The results obtained for this model will 
apply to the other cases of the same parameters with the same 
difference between and For example, we will obtain
approximately the same waveforms if we use rQ1 = 9.0 and r^2
— 10.0 cm instead of the above values.
Figures 27, 28 and 29 show waveforms of the refracted 
body waves for the offsets 50, 200 and 300 cm, respectively. 
The travel times of the refracted P-wave computed from simple 
geometric ray tracing are 0.14, 0.51, and 0.76 for the above 
distances, respectively. Similar calculations for the re­
fracted S-wave yield the travel times of 0.2, 0.9, and 1.3 ms, 
for the same distances. These travel times agree quite well 
with the arrival times of the two large peaks labeled "Plf 
and "S" in the above figures, except in Figure 27, where the 
amplitude of P-wave is very small and obscured by the side 
lobe of the S-wave. The peaks other than the ones labeled 
P or S are contributions from the ghost sources (see Section 
6 , Chapter II).
The relative amplitudes of the ghosts to the body waves 
in Figure 29, are higher than in Figures 27 and 28, even the 
amplitudes of the ghost waveforms are constant. This is be­
cause the amplitudes of the refracted body waves decrease
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with distance. Notice that the refracted S-wave is attenuated 
at a higher rate than the refracted P-wave.
Roever et al (1974) found that the amplitudes of the
2 2P- and S-waves will vary as l/(zlog z) and 1/z respectively, 
where z is dimensionless axial distance. The amplitude of
the P-wave from the above figures is found to vary as 1/z.
2The amplitude of the S-wave varies as 1/z , which is the 
same as the result obtained by Roever et al (1974).
For this model, only one real singularity in the pressure 
function exists. This singularity corresponds to the tube 
wave. The strengths, phase velocity, and group velocity of 
the tube wave are shown in Figures 30, 31, and 32 respecti­
vely. From Figures 31 and 32, we may easily see that the 
tube wave is dispersive. It propagates at higher phase and 
group velocities at higher frequencies.
Figure 33, 34 and 35 show waveforms of the tube wave at 
50, 200, and 300 cm, respectively. From the above figures, 
the amplitude of the tube wave does not decrease with dis­
tance, and its amplitude is much higher than the refracted 
body waves. Notice that, the tube wave will have different 
waveforms at different distance, and that its front part has 
higher frequency than its tail. This is because the tube 
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Figure 27. Body waves for the sandstone model with r^^ = 1.0 cm
and r^9 = 2.0 cm.
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Figure 28. Body waves for the sandstone model with r^^ =
1.0 cm and r ^  = 2.0 cm.
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Figure 29. Body waves for the sandstone model with
r0i = 1*0 cm and r12 = 2.0 cm.
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23.0019.0015.0000 7.00F R E Q U E N C Y  (KZ)
Figure 30. Strength of the tube wave for sandstone model
with rQ1 * 1.0 cm and r12 = 2.0 cm.
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23.0019.0015.007.0000 F R E Q U E N C Y  (KHZ)
Figure 31. Phase velocity of the tube wave for sandstone
model with rQ1 = 1.0 cm and r12 = 2.0 cm.
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7.0000 15.00 23.0019.00F R E Q U E N C Y  (KHZ)
Figure 32. Group velocity of the tube wave for sandstone
model with r^^ = 1.0 cm and r ^  ~ 2.0 cm.
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Figure 33. Tube wave for the sandstone with r^^ = 1.0 cm
and r^2 = 2.0 cm.
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0.00 0.50 1.00 2.00 2.501.50T I M E  (MS)
Figure 34. Tube wave for sandstone model with r0i“ 1
and r ^  ~ 2.0 cm.
. 0 cm
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Figure 35. Tube wave for sandstone model with r ^  = 3
and r12 = 2.0 cm
. 0 cm
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The total waveforms for the same three distances are 
illustrated in Figures 36, 37 and 38. Since the amplitude of 
the tube wave is much higher than the amplitudes of the re­
fracted body waves, the total waveforms will look the same as 
the ones in Figures 33, 34 and 35.
To illustrate the problems associated with a model of 
larger annulus size, mentioned earlier, the same sandstone 
model with r ^  = 5.0 cm, r ^  = .10.0 cm, and source-reciever 
spacing of 200.0 cm, is used to compute transient waveforms, 
which are shown in Figures 39, 40 and 41. As may easily be 
seen from Figure 39, the waveforms of the refracted body waves 
do not behave like the ones in Figure 28, due to the presence 
of the ringing waveforms, which occur at all times. The 
travel times for P- and S-waves obtained from ray tracing are 
approximately 0.6 and 0.9 ms, respectively. These arrival 
times correspond to the peaks labeled P and S in Figure 39, 
respectively. The amplitude of the noise in this case is 
quite strong. The noise may be due to both multiple refrac­
tions and ghosts.
The waveforms of the tube wave and normal modes in Figure 
40 also have some noise, which has a dominant frequency of
12.0 kHz. This 12.0 kHz noise may be generated because the 
strengths are not accurately computed. The total waveforms 
in Figure 41 are generally similar to the result obtained by 
White and Zechman (1968), shown in Figure 42, for the same
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model parameters, except that the 12.0 kHz noise totally 
obscures the P-wave in Figure 41. If there is no 12.0 kHz 
noise, we would expect the same results.
Figure 43 illustrates the result of this model with 
smaller wavenumber increment for the body waves. We may 
observe that the ringing waveforms in this figure have smal­
ler amplitudes than in Figure 39, but not very much. So, by 
reducing the size of A£, we may be able to get rid of the 
noise due to the multiple refractions and ghosts. However, 
this method is not very effective.
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2.000.50 1.50 2. 500.00 1.00T I M E  (MS)
Figure 36. Total waveforms for sandstone model with r ^  = 1.0
cm and r12 = 2 . 0  cm.
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Figure 37. Total waveforms for sandstone model with
rn- 38 1.0 cm and r-0 = 2.0 cm. ui
.50
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Figure 38. Total waveforms for sandstone model with
* 1.0 cm and r^2 = 2 «° cm*
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Figure 39. Body wave for the sandstone model with rQ1 = 5.0 cm,
r12 “ era, and Ail = 0.05 /cm.
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2.502.000.50 1.00  T I M E  (MS)1.500.00
Figure 40. Normal modes for the sandstone model with
r01 = CIn, rl2 = ^0*0 cm> anc* A£ = 0.05 / cm.
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0.00 0.50 1.50 2.00 2.50T I M E  (MS)
Figure 41. Total waveforms for the sandstone model with
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Figure 42. Total waveforms obtained by White and Zechman 
(1968), for the same model parameters as in 
Figure 41.
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2.00 2.500.00 0.50 1.00 1.50T I M E  (MS)
Figure 43. Body waves for the sandstone model with
rQ1 = 5.0 cm, r12 = 10.0 cm and Ail = 0.0015 /cm.
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2. Limestone-anisotropic shale Model.
The density and elastic constants for limestone-aniso­
tropic sale are listed in Table 1, and the other parameters 
used are the following
P1 = 1.0 gm/cm
al = 1.5 x 105 cm/s
roi = 1.0 cm
r12 =■ 2.0 cm
fmax = 21.0 kHz
f . m m = 3.0 • kHz
Af = 0.2 kHz
I max = 1.5 /cm
m m = 0.0 /cm
ML = 0.005 /cm
offsets = 50, 200, 300 cm.
Figures 44 - 46 show the plots of the refracted body
waves at 50, 200 and 300 cm, respectively. The travel times
for the refracted P- and S-waves computed by ray tracing will
agree with the two large peaks labeled "P" and "S" only when
the vertical P-wave speed in the solid, CpV , and the vertical
S-wave speed, C , in the solid are used. This means thatsv
the refracted P- and S-waves propagate in the solid with phase 
velocities equal to (C/p2 >2 and (L/p2 >2, respectively.
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The arrival times for P-wave are approximately 0.2, 0.6, 
and 0.9 ms for the offsets 50, 200 and 300 cm, respectively. 
For the same distances, the S-wave arrival times are 0.3, 1.1, 
and 1.6 ms.
The amplitudes of the refracted body waves for this case 
are smaller than for the sandstone model at all three dis­
tances. Notice that the relative amplitude of the P-wave is 
higher than in the previous case, and at 200 and 300 cm, the 
amplitude of the S-wave is smaller than that of the P-wave.
The amplitude of the P-wave is found to vary as 1/z and the 
2S-wave as 1/z . The results obtained for this model are the 
same as for th'e sandstone model, in which the result for the 
P-wave is not exactly the same as obtained by Roever et al 
(1974).
Figures 47, 48 and 49 are plots of strength, phase velo­
city, and group velocity of the tube wave, which is the only 
mode of propagation corresponding to a real singularity in 
the real part of the pressure function. The results shown are 
very similar to the ones obtained for the sandtone model, 
except that the strength and phase and group velocities are 
smaller in magnitudes than in the latter.
The waveforms of the tube wave are shown in Figures 50,
51 and 52 for source^receiver spacings 50, 200 and 300 cm, 
respectively. The amplitude of the tube wave is much higher 
than those of the refracted body wave, so the sum of these
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Figure 44. Body waves for the limestone-anisotropic shale
with rQ1 - 1.0 cm and r ^  = 2.0 cm*
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Figure 45. Body waves for the limestone—anisotropic shale












2.500.50 1.00 1.50 2.000.00 T I M E  (MS)
Figure 46. Body waves for the limestone-anisotropic shale
with rQ1 = 1 . 0  cm, r12 = 2.0 cm
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amplitudes or total waveforms, shown in Figures 53 - 55, will 
look exactly like the ones in Figures 50 - 52. Note that in 
this model, the tube wave is also unattenuated, and its wave­
form changes with distance, since it is dispersive.
Waveforms are also computed for the limestone-anisotropic 
shale model with r^^ = 5.0 cm and r ^  - 10.0 cm. The wave- 
number increment A& used is 0.0015 /cm. The results obtained 
for 200 cm offset are shown in Figures 56, 57 and 58. Figures 
59, 60 and 61 illustrate the results for 300 cm offset. The 
peaks labeled "P" and "SM in the above figures correspond 
approximately to the arrivals of the refracted P- and S-waves, 
obtained from ray tracing, respectively.
As may be observed from Figures 56 and 59, the waveforms 
of the body waves are not as good as the results obtained for 
the slim-hole case previously illustrated. The P- and S-waves 
do not have separate pulses as the latter case. The normal 
modes, in Figures 57 and 60, consist of tube wave and first 
normal mode.
Note that the amplitudes of these normal modes are not 
so much larger than the body waves. The weak events labeled 
P in Figures 58 and 61 are the refracted P-wave, which cannot 
be seen in the case of small fluid annulus, shown in Figures 
54 and 55 for the same offsets. The refracted S-wave is more 
difficult to see in Figures 58 and 61 because of the first 
normal mode which arrives at about the same time.
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00 7.00 11.00F R E Q U E N C Y  (KHZ) 15.00 19.00 23. 00
Figure 47. Strength of the tube wave for the limestone-
anisotropic shale with = 1.0 cm and r ^  “
2.0 cm.
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23.0019.0011.00 15.007.0000 F R E Q U E N C Y  (KHZ)
Figure 48. Phase velocity of the tube wave for the lime­
stone-anisotropic shale model with rQ1 = 1.0









23.0015.00 19.007.003.00 F R E Q U E N C Y  (KHZ)
Figure 49. Group velocity of the tube wave for the lime-
stone-anisotropic shale model with r^^ = 1.0 cm
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Figure 50. Tube wave lor the limestone-anisotropic shale
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Figure 51. Tube wave for the limestone-anisotropic shale
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Figure 52. Tube wave for the limestone-anisotropic shale
model with Rq ^ = 1.0 cm and r ^  ~ 2.0 cm.
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Figure 53. Total waveforms for the limestone-anisotropic
shale model with r^^ = 1.0 cm and r ^  = 2 *° cm*
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Figure 54. Total waveforms for the limestone-anisotropic
shale model with — 1.0 cm and r ^  = 2.0 cm.
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0.50 2.00 2.500.00 1 . 0 0 1.50T I M E  (MS)
Figure 55. Total waveforms for the limestone-anisotropic
shale model with rQ1 = 1.0 cm and r12 = 2.0 cm.
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Figure 56. Body waves for the limestone-anisotropic shale
model with r^^ = 5.0 cm, r ^  = 1 0 * 0  cm, and
Ail = 0 . 0 0 1 5  /cm.
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Figure 57. Normal Modes for the limestone-anisotropic
shale model with r ^  = 5.0 cm, r ^  ^ 10.0 cm,
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Figure 58. iotal waveforms for the limestone-anisotropic
shale model with rQ1 = 5.0 cm, r12 = 10.0 cm,
and Ail = 0 . 0 0 1 5  /cm.
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Figure 59. Body waves for the lime&tone-anisotropic shale
model with = 5.0 cm, r ^  ” 10-0 cm, and
= 0.0015 /cm.
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Figure 60. Normal modes for the limestone-anisotropic shale
model with rQ1 = 5 . 0  cm, r±2 = 10.0 cm, and
&Z * 0.0015 /cm.
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Figure 61. Total waveforms for the limestone-anisotropic
shale model with rQ1 = 5.0 cm, r±2 = 10.0 cm, and
AZ = 0.0015 /cm.
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3. Gypsum-soil Model.
The density and elastic constants of gypsum-soil are 
listed in Table 1. The other parameters used are the follow­
ing
pl = 1.0 gm/cm
al 1.5 x 105 cm/s
roi — 1.0 cm
r12 — 2.0 cm
fmax = 21.0 kHz
f . m m = 3.0 kHz
Af • = 0.2 kHz
^max = 1.5 /cm
m m = 0.0 /cm
AJi = 0.005 /cm
offsets = 50, 200, 300 cm
For this model, the vertical S-wave velocity in the solid
5which is about 0.8 x 10 cm/s, is much less than the speed of 
P-waves in the fluid. Thus, the refracted S-wave cannot exist 
As mentioned earlier, there is no real singularity in the 
expression for the pressure function for this case, and only 
one complex singularity corresponding to an attenuated tube 
wave occurs.
Figures 62, 63 and 64 show the plots of total waveforms
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for the offsets of 50, 200 and 300 cm, respectively. The 
vertical P-wave speed in gypsum-soil and the low-frequency- 
limi t tube wave speed are 1.9 and 1.3 km/s, respectively. The 
arrival times computed by ray tracing, using the above speeds, 
are 0.3, 1.1, and 1.6 ms for the refracted P-wave, and 0.4, 
1.54 and 2.3 ms for the tube wave, for the above distances, 
respectively. These arrival times agree quite well with the 
peaks labeled MP M and "Tube wave” in the above figures, except 
in Figure 62 where the P-wave is obscured by front lobe of the 
tube wave. Note that in this model, the tube wave is also 
dispersive, since its waveform changes with distance. The 
amplitufe of the tube wave in Figure 64 may be affected by ' 
aliasing because some part of its waveform is outside the 
maximum time window, as discussed earlier in Section 6 of 
Chapter II.
The amplitudes of both P- and tube waves are found to 
vary as 1/z in this model. The relationship of P-wave ampli­
tude with distance agrees with the results obtained for the 
sandstone and limestone-anisotropic shale models, which is 
different from the result obtained by Roever et al (1974). 
Note that the tube wave will have lower dominant frequency at 
greater distance. This may suggest that the high frequency 
components of the tube wave be more attenuated than those at 
lower frequencies.
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Figure 62. Total waveforms for the gypsum-soil model with
RQ1 = 1.0 cm and r12 =2 . 0  cm.
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Figure 63* Total waveforms for the gypsum-soil model with
= 1.0 cm and r^2 = 2.0 cm.
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Figure 64. Total waveforms for the gypsum-soil model with
r01 ® 1,0 cm and ri2 = 2,0 cm-
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Total waveforms are also computed for this model with 
rQ1 = 5 . 0  cm, r ^  = 10.0 cm, and A£ = 0.0015 /cm. The result 
for 200 cm offset is shown in Figure 64. Note that the tube 
wave cannot be observed in this case. This may be because 
the tube wave amplitude falls off very rapidly if the size of 
the annulus increases, especially when the vertical S-wave 
speed in the solid is less than the speed of P-wave in the 
fluid. Further study of this problem is needed for the more 
accurate explanation. The event which arrives at about 1.1 
ms is the refracted P-wave. The peak labeled "RP" may be a 
reflected P-wave, since the travel time of the P-wave reflec­
ted from the hole wall at the mid-point between the source 
and receiver is approximately the same as the arrival time 
of the peak RP.
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Figure 65. Total v;aveforms for the gypsum-soil model with
rA- = 5.0 cm, r1« = 10.0 cm, and A£ = 0.0015 /cm.01 1"
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4. Computation Time.
The calculation time in the computer (CDC Cyber 720) for 
each of the above models with A I  = 0.005 /cm will be approxi­
mately 20 minutes C.P.U. The execution time will be about 
three times that of the above if h i  is 0.0015 /cm.
If a rather long source-receiver distance is used, the 
sizes of both A I  and Aw may have to be reduced for two reasons. 
First, some modes of propagation with low phase velocities 
may have arrival times which are greater than the maximum 
time window of tt/Aw , consequently the aliasing problem occurs 
(see, e.g., Figure 64). Second, the amplitudes of the refrac­
ted body waves decrease as the distance increases, but the 
amplitudes of the ghosts are approximately constant and can 
become relatively large compared to the body wave signals.
The aliasing problem can be solved by making Aw small enough, 
also the ghost amplitudes will be substantially decreased if 
A I  is reduced. However, the computation time in the computer 




The results obtained from the isotropic sandstone, lime­
stone-anisotropic shale, and gypsum-soil models may be summa­
rized as the following:
1 . the refracted compressional wave travels at a constant
bspeed equal to (C/pg) > or the vertical P-wave speed, 
in the solid,
2 . the refracted shear wave travels at a constant speed
xequal to (L/pg) t or the vertical S-wave speed, in 
the solid,
3. the tube wave and normal modes are dispersive,
4. the speed of the tube wave at low frequency depends 
on the elastic constant N only.
5. the amplitude of the refracted compressional wave 
varies inversely as distance,
6 . the amplitude of the refracted shear wave varies 
inversely as square of distance,
7. the amplitudes of the tube wave and normal modes are 
approximately constant for all distances, except when 
the speed of P-wave in the fluid is greater than the 
vertical S-wave speed in the solid, where the tube 
wave amplitude may vary inversely as distance.
From the above results, the elastic constants C, L, and 
N may be derived from acoustic logging in transversely iso-
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tropic media, if the rock density can be obtained, for in­
stance, from density logs.
The major problems encountered in the method used to 
compute transient response of an acoustic logging tool in 
this study are due to the presence of singularities in the 
solution for the pressure function. Integration of imaginary 
part of the pressure function alone can provide complete 
waveforms for the refracted body waves, and avoid the problem 
due to the real singularities. Small size of the fluid 
annulus of the model is recommended as a possible way to 
avoid the problems due to the complex singularities in the 
pressure function. However, further study of the problems of 
these complex singularities is needed for the improvement 
of a more realistic model of larger annulus size.
The computer programs developed for this study may be 
used to compute transient response of an acoustic logging 
tool in either an isotropic or a transversely isotropic medi­
um with different configuration of the hole or the tool. The 
range of frequency or wavenumber of the source function can 
also be varied. Thus, the programs can be used to generate 
waveforms that may be helpful in the interpretation of real 
data, and in designing an acoustic logging tool.
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Appendix A. Equations for the Equivalent Elastic
Moduli and Average density for a Laminated 
Medium. (After White, 1965).
A finely laminated medium can be considered as a trans­
versely isotropic medium for wavelengths much greater than 
the thickness of any lamina. Figure A1 shows an elementary 
cube of a laminated solid composed of two isotropic materials.
Figure Al. Elementary volume of a laminated 
solid (after White, 1965).
The equivalent elastic moduli and average density for the 
medium can be expressed as follows:
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C (ni/X^+ 2Ui> + (n2 /X2+2u2 )
[(U^+Mo) (.X-+P-.-X„-,u9 ) ]
A = C{i+4n1n2 (■ ( a1+2u1 ) ( x2+2u2 ) ] }
ff = nlWl + n2u2
L = + <n2/u2)
F « c {(n^x^/n^ + 2ut) + ^n2^2/^2 + 2u2̂
p -  n1P1 +  n2p2
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two media making 
up the laminated solid and n is the fractional amount of each 
material.
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Appendix B. Bessel and Modified Bessel Functions and 
Some Useful Relations.
Bessel*s differential equation is defined as:
+ i  s i  + (1 - 4 > y = 0 (B1)dz z
where n is an integer, and the order of the equation. If we 
replace z with mr in the above equation, it becomes
j J -  + -§■ S r )  + <m2 - T7 ) 2 } y = 0 (B2)
t2_. , 
dr'
and the solutions to this equation are called the Bessel func­
tions of the first kind J (mr), and the second kind Y (mr),n n
of order n. m is constant and may be complex.
The equation of the form similar to Eq. B 1 ,
~ 2  + z Iz ' (1 + 4 > y = 0 (B3)dz z
is called modified Bessel's differential equation of order n 
Similarly, with z s mr,
+ 77T + “ 0 <B4>dr <r) d(r) (r)2
The solutions to Eq. B4 are the modified Bessel functions of
the first kind I (mr), and the second kind K (mr). Then n
expressions for the Bessel and modified Bessel functions may 
be found in, for examples, Watson (1944) and Abramowitz and
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Stegun (1964).
For the problem studied in this thesis, only the Bessel 
and modified Bessel functions of order zero and one are used. 
The behaviors of J q , Yq , and for real argument are 
shown in Figure Bl. Figure B2 shows the plots of I q , K q , 1^ 
and K^ for real argument.
Some useful relations of the Bessel and modified Bessel 








= -m(Kn(mr) + ~  K1 (mr)) 0 mr 1 'dr
d^I^ (mr)
= m2 ((l + -|~2 )l1 (mr) - ^ ( m r ) )
d2Kx (mr)
= m 2((l + 4 -2 )Kl(mr) + ^ ( m r ) )
m r
Iq (imr) = Jq (mr)
I1 (imr) iJ1(mr)
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*“ i TT a 2  \
K0 (imr) = (J0 (mr) - iY0(mr)> = — ^HQ (mr)
K^imr) = ^  (J^Cmr) - i Y^mr)) = ^  H^^^Cmr)
where m and r are real. For very large argument, z ■+> ®, the 
asymptotic expansions for the functions are (Abramowitz and 
Stegun91964).
J o (z) at
i(2/t:z) 2cos(z - tt/4), | a r g  z | < tt
J ^ z ) a( 2 / ttz) cos(z - 3 tt/4), | a r g  z| < tt
Y 0 ( z ) (2/Trz)^sin(z - tt/4), | a r g  z| < tt
Y 1 ( z ) ( 2 / ttz) 2sin(z - 3 tt/4), | a r g  z| < tt *
(B 6)
H0 (2)(z ) -i( 2 / ttz) exp(i(z - tt/4)), -2ir<arg z < tt
H1 (2)(z ) m̂
a
( 2 / ttz) exp(i(z - 3 tt/4)), -2TT<arg z < tt
V z)
Aexp(z) / (2 ttz) (1 + l/8z - ...}, | a r g  z;i 4
I x ( z )
aexp(z) / (2 ttz) 2 (1 - 3/8z ) + ...}, | a r g  z| 4
tt o N « exp(-z) (tt/2 z ) 2 (1 - 1 /8z ) + ...}, | a r g  z| 4
Kx (z) /V exp(-z) (tt/2 z ) 2 (1 + 3/8z)-. . . } , | a r g  z| 4
From the above expressions, both I q (z ) and I^(z) tend to be 
















Figure B 2 . Iq (x ), I^(x), Kq (x ) and K^(x).
(After Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964).
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Yq(z) + (2/tt) lnz
Y^(z) •* -2/ttz
Hq (2)(z ) ♦(-iTr/2j'(l-(L'2/Ti) lnz) (B7)
Hx (2)(z ) ■* i2/z
I0 (z) * 1
I^Cz) -*■ z /2
KQ (z) + - lnz + 0.11594
As may be seen from the above expressions, the functions Y q (z )
(2 )and Y^(z) will go to as z goes to zero, while HQ (z) ,
C 2 )Kq (z ) and K^(z) will go to +«. (z) tends to be ti00, and
I1(z) and J^(z) will approach zero, as z goes to zero.
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Appendix C. Derivation of 77L and X, (after White, 1980)
The potentials and ip may be assumed as the following,
4>(r,z,t) = — r  r  $ Kri(Qr)elizelljt d£dw 
(2ir) -» -» 0 0
( C l )
(r ,z ,t ) « — /" /" K_ (Qr)elS,ze1(ot dZdw
(2lT> » 00 0 1
where <j>Q and are constants. From Eq. 7, the expressions
for the radial displacement ur and the tangential displacement
u are: z
3cj) 3i|/ _ 3(J) , 8^ , ip (C2)
r ~ Tr'Jz ’ uz “ I¥ + Ir + ?  • (C2)
Substitution of Eq. Cl into Eq. C2 yields
ur = — ^  f Z  /“ [-(<t|0Q + iJli(/0 )]K1 (Qr)elilze1“t dJldu
(2,r) (03)
u = 1 .oo .00. *  _i&z_ia>t2 ^ ^ “ Q^0 )KQ (Qr)e e d£daj .
z (2tt)" -°° -°°
Introduction of Eq. C3 into the equations of motion (Eq. 6 ) 
gives two algebraic equations:
<(> Q[AQ2 - (F+2L)£2 + p0u2 ] + (A-F-L)Q2 - LS. +p„uj ] = 0o z o z
[(F+2L)Q2 - C + po0)2 ]-i|) 0[LQ2 - (C-F-L)£2+p9to2] = 0 o z o z
(C4 )
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2The values of Q will be given by the consistency of Eq. C 4 , 
that is (Stoneley, 1949)
Q2 [AQ2 - (F+ 2 L H 2 + p2u2 ][LQ2 - (C-F-LH2 + p2u2 ]
(C5)
-«.2 [(A-F-L)Q2 - h i 2 + p2o>2 ] [ (F+2L)Q2 - C l 2 + p2u2] =
which can be factored as
(Q2 - ^{ALQ4 + uj2(AC—F2 - 2FL) [--- ------------(-)2 ]Q2
(AC-F - 2FL) “
p p (C6)
4_ r 2 f H \ 2 p 2 /£\2, i —
LC[—  - ][_c - ^  ]} = 0 •
2 2The factor (Q - I  ) is rejected as solutions for Q, so we
2are left with a quadratic equation in Q and the values of
■r»2 • uQ are given by:
9 9 -B ± (B2 - 4 A C)*
Q = w [----  2A----------- ] (C7)
where,
A = AL
2  ̂2 ^ +^^ £ 2 B = (AC-F -2FL) [— ----»--------(-T] (C8 )
(AC-F -2FL) “
£  = LCCir - (£ )2 n P-§ - <£>2 ]
Only two solutions for Q are chosen, they are
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-B + ( B2 - 4 A O  *
^ 2  = “ [  n  Ja
-B - ( B2 - 4 A C)* i (C9)* 2 -  ~ 'i, "  1*
The values of 771^ and for an isotropic medium are as
the following (White and Zechman, 1968):
% 2 2 = *2 - < ^ 2
V 2 . I* (|)2 <C10)
2 2 
2 2The expressions for ̂  and TCg iQ transversely isotropic 
media will reduce to Eq. CIO if we substitute A = C = X + 2u, 
L - N = u and F = A - 2N = X.
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Appendix D. Derivation of coefficients a* and b 1.
(After White, 1980)
From the two equations of Eq. 16, we may express <j> and 
\p , if is set to be zero, as the following:
<(> (r,z,t) - -i-„ /" /*A2K0 C ^ r ) e lAzelwt' d ld a i (Dl)( 2 TT ) -00 -.00
00-00
1(1 (r,z,t) = — i - w  / / a ’A-K- (X„r)eiZz eiut dJldw
(2ir)4 -00 _oo 2 1 2
Substituting Eq. Dl into Eq. C2 yields the exprssions for ur
and u as: z
00 00
U_ = ---- 2  f  !  [ ~ ( . \  + iAa’ )]A„K1 (%„r)el8'ze1“td«.doi
( 2 t t ) "  -00 -00
(D2 )
00 0°
uz = — / f  ( i i  -  a ’»L)A2K (^Lr)eiJlzei“t dJldai 
( 2 TT ) —00 —00
Introducting Eq. D2 into the first equation of Eq. 6 gives
- A (77̂  + lAa’) + L (^2 + iJla'H2 - (F+L)(U - a'ALX.iW^)
= ( ^  + iia1 ) p2u2
from which we can easily solve for a' as:
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77l9 (F+2L) - AW 2 - p to2
a' = - 77 t— B 2 2 2] (D3)
Li - (A-F-L)T^ -P2“
Similarly, we can express ip and $ in Eq. 16, with = 0,
as the following:
00 00 • f l ­
ip (r,z,t) = — f  f  B2Kl(* 2r) e1 e1U)t djidw( 2 TT ) -oo -oo
(D4 )
00 00 ‘ 0 * 4-<t> (r,z,t) = — =— g / f  b.,B2K0 ( ^ r ) e lilze1“tdJldu
( 2 7T ) -oo -oo
and obtain u and u in terms of and <J>0 , then substitute r z yS S'
u^ and uz in the first equation (or the second) of Eq. 6 to
get b 1, which is
h. = -ii , - Ca-f-l )*22 - P2o>2 n
^2 (F+2L)t2 - AX^2 - p2u2 (D5)
Both a 1 and b 1 will be zero for the case of isotropic solid
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Appendix E. Derivation of Matrix Equation (Eq. 18).
The expressions for the radial displacement in the fluid 
can be written as
ur(r,Jl,u>) = 7V 1(W1 r) - ^ ( ^ r )  (El)
The radial displacement, radial stress, and tangential stress 
in the solid may be expressed as the following




f (?C22b ' A-Fl2b ' + (A-F)il*2 )Kq(X2r )
+ ( M (ix+b. ^ ))K i ()t2 r)]B2
(E3)
PzrCr,)l,u) = { [(2.2+ ^ 2)a'-2i2.7T72|K1(?^r)A2+
f(l2+X22 )-21J.b'X2]K1 (X^r)B2} . (E4)
From the boundary conditions: (1) specify the source dis­
placement at the wall of the tool, (2 ) continuity of the 
radial displacement at the wall of the hole, (3) continuity 
of the radial stresses at the wall of the hole, and (4) 
vanishing of the tangential stresses at the wall of the
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hole; gives four simultaneous equations as the following
- W lKl(%Lr01)C2 = V r01’l-“>
- V l (7*lr12)Cl + *lKl(Vl2)C2
iia')KX
»
(b'X2 + iJ.)K1(X2r12)B2 = 0
P1u2I0 (^Lr12)C1 + o x ^ \ Qa \ T : ^ 2 yC2 + (E5)
{[ C»722A - FZ2) + (A-F)iJla’OT2 )K0(W2r12) +
, 2N „ „
M U ' ) ] }  A, + { C ( V  b'A-FJ. b'X + (A-F) iAXU]'
Ko <3r2r12> + (i^ + b ’*2 ):>Kl (* 2r12)} B2 = 0JL̂
f(A2 + ^ 22 )a' - 2iaW2]K1 OT2r12)A2 +
C(Z2 +X22)~ 2iilb,̂ 2lK;i(?f2r12)B2 = 0 •
where and r^2 are radius of the tool and radius of the
hole respectively.
The above equations can be written in the matrix form 
as in Eq. 18 and the coefficients C^, C2 , A2 , B2 may be solved 
for. Only and C2 are needed for the solutions of the logg­
ing problem as in Eq. 20.
For the case of isotropic solid, the above equations will 
reduce to the ones obtained by White and Zechman (1968). a* 
and b* will be zero in this case.
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Appendix F. Derivation of Low-frequency Limit of Tube 
Wave Speed.
The low-frequency limit of the speed of tube wave pro­
pagates along the annulus of fluid between an infinite rigid 
rod (tool) and the wall of the borehole will be considered.
A model of an acoustic logging tool in an isotropic medium is 
shown in Figure FI* Figure F2 shows distortion of an elemen­
tary volume of the annulus of fluid. The acoustic pressure
*
p and axial displacement uz are taken to be functions of z and 
t only (White, 1965).
Fluid :
rigid rod
-P = P<z.t) ,
12
= U 2cz,i)
Figure FI. An idealized model of an acoustic logging 




Figure F2. Distortion of elementary volume of
annulus (Modified after White, 1965).
The equation of motion in the z-direction of an elementary 
volume of fluid annulus is
32
(Tz A z)lT(r12 “ r01 5 ="pl(,t(r12 " roi )Az)7 T T  (F1)dt
or
12 =  - 32uA82 7 H t 2 (F2)
The volume change AV/V due to axial motion and radial expan-
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and since pressure is equal to , where B is the bulk
modulus of the fluid, we have
9uz Z u rr12
P = ' B(^  + (r 2 r 2 ) > (F4>12 r01 ;
The relation between u and p (White, 1965) isr
ur * r12p/(2y) . (F5)
Substitution of ur into Eq. F4 yields
1 r122 3UZ
P<f + 7---¥----2-> = - TT (F6)
r12 ’ r01 )U
and after taking derivative with respect to z, becomes
2 a23p ,1 . 12 , _ uz ,p7«
J S  B + 7--- 2----  2 , " ) " ■ (F7)
r12 - r01 ),J 3z
2
where the term 4? is equal to -p., uz m,__
o 2 1 q—  • ^ S y
St^2 .2 .2
,1 *  r12 3 uz =  1̂ 2
B u(r122 " r012) 3t2 3z2
32of which the factor multiplying *z is the inverse of the
St
2speed of the tube wave squared 1/CT .
The low-frequency limit of a tube wave propagates along the 





For the case of a transversely isotropic solid, the above 
value of u is replaced by the equivalent elastic constant N 
for the speed of the tube wave in Eq. F9.
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Appendix G. User's Manual for Computer Programs.
The computer programs used in this thesis are listed in 
Appendix H. All programs were written in the FORTRAN langu­
age for the CDC Cyber 720 computer.
To execute the main program, users must create an input 
data file called TAPEl . File TAPE1 should have the input 
data as the following:
al
A, C, F, L, N
f f . , Af max ’ m m  *
*max’ lsteps
r0 1 ’ r12 
num
srd(l), srd(2), ...., srd(num)
where all variables above are real numbers except lsteps and 
num which are integers, and
a- « compressional wave speed in the fluid in
km/s
3= density of the fluid in gm/cm
3p£ = density of the solid in gm/cm
A,C,F,L,N = elastic constants of the solid in









* maximum frequency of the source function 
in kHz
= minimum frequency of the source function 
in kHz
= frequency increment in kHz
- maximum wavenumber of the source 
function in kHz
* number of steps used in wavenumber to 
sum the imaginary part of the pressure 
function
= number of receivers 
= source-receiver spacing in cm.
The program will write the input data again on the ter­
minal so that the user can check his input. Other outputs * 
will be written in the format 1PE15.6, 2X, 1PE15.6 in the 
following files:
TAPE5 : times (ms) and amplitudes (dyne/cm ) for
the refracted body waves
2TAPE6 : times (ms) and amplitudes (dyne/cm ) for
the tube wave and normal modes
2TAPE? : times (ms) and amplitudes (dyne/cm ) for
the total waveforms
TAPE11: frequencies (kHz) and strengths for the
tube wave and normal modes
TAPE12: frequencies (kHz) and phase velocities
(cm/s) for the tube wave and normal modes
TAPE13: frequencies (kHz) and group velocities
(cm/s) for the tube wave and normal modes
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Note: In TAPES5, TAPE6 , and TAPE7, the source-receiver
spacing will be output (free format) first, then 1024 pairs 
of time and amplitude. This will be repeated if there is more 
than-: one receiver.
The outputs for the real and imaginary parts of the 
pressure function vs. wavenumber, sum of imaginary part of 
the pressure function, and real and imaginary parts of the 
Fourier coefficients for the tube wave and normal modes can 
be obtained if C's are removed from the first columns in 
appropriated places in the main program.
Descriptions and functions of the main program and the 
subroutines and functions needed are documented throughout 
the programs in the next appendix. Also, limitations of the 
input parameters used are described in the documented part 
(comments) of the main program.
In addition, the programs used to plot the figures in 
this thesis are also listed in Appendix B.
For reference, the input data file and some portion of 































Appendix H. List of Computer Programs
The descriptions of the. computer programs and subroutines 
















ABMK, IN, CSRT 150
Main program to 
compute transient 
response.
Function to compute 
pressure function 
and determinant of 
the matrix M.
Subroutine to locate 
zeros of a real func­
tion.
Function to compute 
source function in 
wavenumber domain.
Function to compute 
source function in 
frequency domain.
Subroutine to fill 
the Fourier coeff. 
and to perform FFT.
Subroutine to find 
a ' , b ’ , 7771 , 77?2 and X 2 .
Subroutine to perform 
FFT.
Function to perform 
complex square root.
Subroutine to compute ZK24, ZK32, ILN

















Description Subroutines or * Page
Functions Required
Subroutine to approx. 171,
I and K called by 174,
Subroutine IN. 168
Program to plot body 180
waves, normal modes, 
and total waveforms.
Program to plot Re P, 178
Im P, phase velocities,
etc.




C HAIM PROGRAM TO COMPUTE TRANSIEMT RESPONSE OF AN ACOUSTIC
C LOGGING TOOL IN ISOTROPIC OR TRANSVERSELY ISOTROPIC
C MEDIUM FOR CDC CYBER 720.
C
C WRITTEN BY CHALERMKIAT TONGTAOU» NOVEMBER 1930
C
C LIMITATION OF THE PARAMETERS USED
C 1. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STEPS FOR FREQUENCY IS 200
C 2. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STEPS FOR WAVENUMBER IS 1000
C 3. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REAL SINGULARITIES IS 3.
C 4. MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECEIVERS IS 5
C
C IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE NUMBER OF FREQUENCY STEPS* DO THE 
C FOLLOWING
C 1. INCREASE THE SECOND INDEX OF AMC1 * AMC2* BMC1* BMC2* STR
C CIJ/ GIJ> ZERQ1* AND ZER02 IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
C 2. INCREASE THE DIMENSION OF F IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
C 3. INCREASE THE SECOND INDEX OF AMC AND BMC IN SUBROUTINE
C FOURIER
C THE NUMBER OF FREQUENCY STEPS SHOULD NOT BE MORE THAN 
C 512 - QMIN/OELTAF
C IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF WAVENUMBER STEPS* DO THE 
C FOLLOWING
C 1. INCREASE THE DIMENSIONS OF DNR * DNI* PFR* PFIr AND AL
C IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
C
C IF YOU WANT TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF RECEIVERS* DO THE 
C FOLLOWING
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C 1. INCREASE THE FIRST INDEX OF AMC1» AMC2> 8MC1t BMC2» IN 
C THE MAIN PROGRAM
C 2♦ INCREASE THE DIMENSION OF SRO IN THE MAIN PROGRAM
C 3. INCREASE THE FIRST INDEX OF AMC AND BMC IN SUBROUTINE
C FOURIER
C
C IF YOU THINK YOU WILL HAVE MORE THAN FIVE SINGULARITIES IN 
C THE RANGE OF FREQUENCY OR WAUENUM8ER YOU U3E> DO THE FOLLOWING 
C 1. INCREASE THE FIRST INDEX OF STR, CIJ> AND GIJ IN THE
C MAIN PROGRAM





C THIS PROGRAM DOES NOT WORK FOR SINGLE FREQUENCY AND 
C TO OBTAIN REASONABLE WAVEFORMS t THE FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH 




C OUTPUTS WILL BE WRITTEN ON THE FOLLOWING FILES t IN THE FORMAT 
C < 1PE1S.4-»2X»1PE15.A> »
C 1. TIME AND AMPLITUDE FOR BODY WAVES IN FILE TAPES
C 2. TIME AND AMPLITUDE FOR NORMAL MODES IN FILE TAPES
C 3, TIME AND AMPLITUDE FOR TOTAL WAVEFORMS IN FILE TAPE?
C 4. FREQUENCY AND STRENGTH IN FILE TAPE11
C 5. FREQUENCY AND PHASE VELOCITY IN FILE TAPE12
C 6 . FREQUENCY AND GROUP VELOCITY IN FILE TAPE13
C OTHER OUTPUTS FOR REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF PRESSURE FUNCTION*
C SUM OF THE IMAGINARY PART OF THE PRESSURE FUNCTION.. AND REAL
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C AND IMAGINAY PARTS OF THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF THE NORMAL 
C MODES CAN BE OBTAINED BY REMOVING C'S FROM THE FIRST COLUMNS 
C IN APPROPIATE PARTS OF THE MAIN PROGRAM 
C
C
PROGRAM BQREHQLtINPUT♦OUTPUTr TAPE1r TAPE2» TAPE3» TAPE4«0UTPUT 
1 > TAPESrTAPEot TAPE7» TAPES * TAPE?* TAPE10> TAPEi 1>TAP£12/TAPE13) 
COMPLEX DENOM rPFUNC 
COMPLEX A,B»CAA»M1>M2*K2>M2SQ»K2SQ
DIMENSION DNR<1001>*DNI(1001) *PFR<1001)»PFI(1001)fAL<1001) 
DIMENSION AMC1(S * 200)>AMC2<5»200> »8MC1(5»200)*BMC2(5»200) 
DIMENSION ZERQ1<5*200> *ZER02<3*200> *STR<5*200>*ClJ<5>200) 
DIMENSION GIJ<5*200)*F(2Q0> »SRD<10)>T<1024)
DIMENSION CAA(1024)>CA<1024)»CB<1024)>CC(1024)*CD<1024)
CQMMQN/PARAM/RO1 * R12 > DENSl> 0ENS2 > DELTAL» LSTEP3 > ALMAX









C READ INPUT PARAMETERS FROM FILE TAPE1
C









C READ FIVE ELASTIC CONSTANTS* IN 10**10 x DYNE/CM**2
C
READ <1 * *)ELA * ELC* ELF * ELL * ELN
C
C READ MAXIMUM FERQUENCY* MAXIMUM FREQUENCY* AND FREQUENCY




C READ MAXIMUM WAVENUMBER OF THE SOURCE FUNCTION IN CM**-1*








C READ NUMBER OF RECEIVERS* MAXIMUM 5
C
READ <1 * *)NUM
C





C CHANGE UNITS OF VELOCITIES AND ELASTIC MODULI TO CGS SYSTEM 
C
PI * 3•14139265358979323346244338 
CPI » CP1*10.0**5 
ELA » ELA*10.0**10 
ELC > £LC*10.0**10 
ELF a ELF*10.0**10 
1 ELL a ELL*10.0**10 
ELN a £LN*10.0**10 
CPV a SORT(ELC/DENS2 >
CSV a SORT(ELL/DENS2)
KMAX a LSTEPS + t
C




C WRITE THE INPUT PARAMETERS ON THE TERMINAL
C
WRITE(4»10)R01
10 FORMAT(1H r28HRADIUS 0 F THE TOOL (CM) = ,1PE13.3>
WRITE(4» 20 > R12
20- FORMAT(1H >28HRADIUS OF THE HOLE (CM) = fiPS13.3)
WRITE(4»30)D£NS1 
30 FORMAT(1H t28HDENSITY OF FLUID (GM/CC) = »F13.3)
WRITE(4» 40)CP 1
40 FORMAT(1H >2SHFLUID SPEED (CM/SEC) = >1PE13.3)
WRITE(4»50> DENS2 


















WRITE(4* 60 > ELA
FORMAT<1H r35HELASTXC CONSTANT A (DYNE/CM**2> * 
WRITE(4»70>ELC
FORMAT<1H f35HELASTIC CONSTANT C (DYNE/CM**2> * 
URITE(4 *30)ELF
FORMAT<1H f35HELASTIC CONSTANT F (DYNE/CM**2> = 
WRITE(4»90>ELL
FORMAT<1H f35HELASTIC CONSTANT L (DYNE/CM**2> = 
WRITE < 4 * 100 > ELN
FORMATS1H t35HELASTXC CONSTANT N (DYNE/CM**2> = 
00 120 N*1»NUM 
WRITE(4, UO)SRD(N)
FORMAT(1H f35HS0URCE-RECEIVER DISTANCE (CM) * 
CONTINUE
WRITE(4»130)ALMAX
FORMAT(1H »33HMAXIMUM WAVE NUMBER L (CM**-1> =
WRITE(4 ̂ 140 > QELTAL
FORMAT(1H f35HUA0ENUMBER INCREMENT (CM**-1) 
URITE(4*150)QMAX
FQRMAT(1H *35HMAXIMUM FREQUENCY (KHZ) 'a
WRITE(4*16Q)QMIN
FORMAT(1H t35HMINIMUM FREQUENCY (KHZ) *
URITE(4»170)DELTAF
FORMAT(1H »35HFREQUENCY INCREMENT ( KHZ) =











f F13 * 3)
TMAX * 1« O/DELTAF 
DELTAT * TMAX/1024.0 
DO ISO 1 = 1 *1024
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T< X) » <1 - 1>*DELTAT 
130 CONTINUE
AQ a (QMAX - QMIN)/DELTAF + 1.0 
KFREQ « IFIXCAQ + 0.5)
C




C CHANGE TO ANGULAR FREQUENCY
C
F<KQ> * QMIN + (KQ -1)*DELTAF 
Q » F<KQ)*2000.0*PI 
ALC a Q/CPV 
ALS a Q/CSV
KLS a IFIX<ALSVDELTAL - 0.5)
C
C BEGIN LOOP OF WAVENUMBER
C
DO 190 KL=1»KMAX 
AL(KL) a (KL - 1)*DELTAL
C
C CALL FUNCTION TO SOLVE FOR PRESSURE FUNCTION AND DENOMINATOR
C
DNOM a AHATRX(AL(KL) )







C END OF UAVENUMBER LOOP 
C
C LOOK FOR SI8NS CHANGE IN REAL PART OF DENOMINATOR UP TO
C THE VALUE OF L * (ANGULAR FREQUENCY)/(VERTICAL SHEAR SPEED)
C AND STORE THE NUMBER OF SIGNS CHANGE AND THE VALUES OF L BEFORE




KM1 * KMAX - K + 1
KM2 3 KMAX - K
IF<KMC .EQ. KLS)GO TO 220
IF(DNR < KM1) .EQ. 0.0)00 TO 200
RATIO » DNR(KM2)/DNR(KM1)
IF(RATIO ,LT. 0.0)GO TO 200 
GO TO 210 
200 N2ER0 a N2ER0 + 1
ZERO1(NZERQ »KQ) a AL(KM2)




IF<IZERQ .EQ. 0)60 TO 240
p
C CALL SUBROUTINE ZBRENT FROM IMSL TO FIND REAL ZEROES OR 
C SINGULARITIES OF THE DENOMINATOR > THE VALUES OF ZER02 (JILL 





CALL ZBRENT(AMATRX 11. E-30 »14 »ZERO1<I * KQ >,ZER02<I»KQ),MAXFN* IER > 
WRITE(4»<)I»’SINGULARITIES AT L * *»ZERQ2(I»KQ)
230 CONTINUE 
240 CONTINUE
DO 250 KK*1* NUM 
AMC2(KK»KQ) * 0.0 
3MC2< KK*KQ) a 0.0 
250 CONTINUE
C FIND STRENTHS t FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR NORMAL MODES* AND 
C PHASE VELOCITIES
C
IF<IZERO .EQ. 0)00 TO 230 
DO 270 M=l»IZERO 
CU(MfKQ) * 0.0 
GIJ(M»KQ) = 0.0 
STR(MfKQ) a 0,0
IF < ZER02(M * KQ) .EQ. 0.)G0 TO 270 
DAL = ZER02(M > KQ) - 1.E-5*ZER02<MtKQ)





DD1 = YY1 - XXI
DD2 a ZER02<M »KQ)/<1.E-54ZERQ2(M *KQ))
DD3 a i,0/(2.0*ZER02(M»KQ> + 1.E-5*ZER02(M »KQ>)




C COMPUTE STRENGTHS 
C
STR<M»KQ) » DD1/(2»0*092*(DD3 + DD4))
C
C COMPUTE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF NORMAL MODES
W
DO 260 H-lfNUM
AMC2 < LI»KQ > = -STR(M»Ka>*SIN(ZER02(M»KQ)*SRD(Ll))*FW(Q)*
I FL<ZER02<M»KQ> > * AMC2<L1>KQ)
BMC2(L1»KQ> » -STR(M»KQ)*C0S<ZER02<MrKQ)*SRD<Ll))*FW(Q)*
1 FL(ZER02(M»KQ)) + 8MC2<L1»KQ)
260 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE PHASE VELOCITIES
C.
CIJ(MrKQ) a Q/ZER02(M »KQ)
C
C WRITE FREOUENCY AND STRENGTH ON FILE TAPE11 
C
WRITE<11»13 > F < KQ)» STR(M > KQ)
C
C WRITE FREQUENCY AND PHASE VELOCITY ON FILE TAPE 12
URITE<12>13)FCKQ)»CIJ<M>KQ)
270 CONTINUE 
MMM = M 
230 CONTINUE
C
C REMOVE C'S FROM THE FIRST COLUMNS BELOW TO WRITE THE OUTPUT 
C OF UAVENUMBER AND REAL OR IMAGINARY PART OF PRESSURE FUNCTION
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C IN TAPE2 OR TAPE3 
C






C FIND FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR BODY WAVES BY SUMMING THE 
C IMAGINARY PART OF PRESSURE FUNCTION
C
DO 310 LL*1*NUM 
SUMIM » PFI(l)
DO 290 La2 *KMAX
IF<PFI(L ) .EQ. 0.0)GO TO 300
SUMIM a SUMIM + 2.0*PFKL>*CQS<AL<L)*SRD<LL)>*FLCAL<L>>
290 CONTINUE





C END OF FREQUENCY LOOP
£
c
C REMOVE C'S FROM FIRST COLUMNS BELOW TO WRITE OUPUT OF SUM OF
C IMAGINARY PART OF PRESSURE FUNCTION r AND REAL PART OF THE
C FOURIER CQEFICIENTS AND IMAGINATY PART OF THE FOURIER








C 00 324 N2al*KFREQ
C WRITE(8 »13)F (N2 >>BMC1<N1»N2>
C WRlTE(9fl3)F(N2)rAMC2 (N1»N2)
C WRITE(10 * 13 > F (N2)> 8MC2(N1»N2)
C324 CONTINUE 
C325 CONTINUE
IF<MMM »EQ * 0)GO TO 350
C
C COMPUTE GROUP VELOCITIES FROM PHASE VELOCITIES 
C
KFM2 * KFREQ - 2 
00 340 MM1=*1»MMM 
DO 330 MM231>KFMM2 
MM2P1 ■ MM2 + 1 
MM2P2 = MM2 + 2
IF(ClJ < MM1rMM2) .EQ. 0.0)GO TO 330 
IF<CIJ(MMlfMM2P1) .EQ. 0.0)G0 TO 340 
IF<CIJ(MM1»MM2P2> .EQ. 0.0)G0 TO 340 
DIFF = CIJ < MM1»MM2P2) - CIJ(MM1»MM2)
DIFF * DIFF*F(MH2Pl>*0.5/CIJ(MMltMM2Pl>
GIJ(MM1> MM2P1) = CIJ<MMlfMM2Pl)/(1.0 - DIFF/OELTAF>
C
C WRITE FREQUENCY AND GROUP VELOCITY ON TAPE13 
C






C CAUL SUBROUTINE FOURIER TO PERFORM INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
C TO OBTAINE TRANSIENT WAVEFORMS FOR BODY WAVES AND NORMAL 
C MODES
C
ALOW * QMIN/DELTAF 
KLOW = IFIX(ALOU + 0.3)
DO 370 N«i # NUM
CALL FOURIER<CAA#CA»CB»CC#AMC1»BMC1»N »KLOW#KFREQ)
C
C WRITE OUTPUT FOR FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE FOR BODY WAVES» NORMAL 







DO 160 Jl*l»1024 
WRITE <5»13)T(J1)»CC(J1)
WRITE(6#13)T(J1)»CD<Ji)









C FUNCTION TQ SOLVE FOR THE COEFFICIENTS Cl AND C2 FOR THE




COMPLEX DENOM> PFUNC > Cl> C2»L >CMPLX,CADS » L2
COMPLEX MH»M12>M21»M22»M23»M24»M3T>M32»M33»M34»H43»M44
COMPLEX AA1 *AA2 fAA3»AA41AA5»COFAC1r C0FAC2
COMPLEX A»B»CARG»M1»M2>K2»BIN»BKN»M2SQiK2SQ
COMMON/PARAM/R01»R12» DENSl*DENS2 f DELTAL»LSTEPS tALMAX








L = CMPLX(0.0 » AL)
L2 => -L*L
C
C CALL SUBROUTINE FOR Ml, M2» K2* A» AND B 
C
CALL ABMK(AL > G >
C
C FIND Ml1»M12 FOR COMPLEX ARGUMENT
C
CARG * M1*R01
IF(CABS< CARG) .LE. 1♦E-295>RETURN 
CALL IN (CARG»1»8IN»BKN)
Mil = M1*BIN 
M12 = -Ml#8KN
FIND M21tM22 FOR COMPLEX ARGUMENT
CARG ■ M1*R12
CALL IN (CARGf I f B I N f B K N )
M21 » -M1*BIN
(122 =» M1*8KN
FIND M23 FOR COMPLEX ARGUMENT 
CARG = M2*R12
IF(CABS < CARG) .LE. 1.E-293)RETURN 
CALL IN (CARG f 1f BINf BKN)
M23 =* - (M2 f L*A)*BKN
FIND M24 FOR COMPLEX ARGUMENT
CARG * K2*R12
IF(CABS(CARG) .LE. 1.E-295>RETURN 
CALL IN (CARGfIfBINfBKN)
M24 * -<B*K2 + L )*8KN
FIND M31 fM32 FOR COMPLEX ARGUMENT
CARG = M1*R12





c FIND M33 FOR COMPLEX ARGUMENT
C
CARG > M2#R12
CALL IN (CARGfOf BIN>BKN)
M33 » (M2SQ*ELA - ELF*L2 + (ELA - ELF)*L*A*M2)*BKN
CALL IN (CARGfIfBINfBKN)
M33 a H33 + 2.0*ELN*(M2 + L*A)*BKN/R12
CARG a K2*R12
CALL IN (CARG fO f BINf BKN)
M34 a <K2SQ*B*£LA - ELF*L2*B + (ELA - ELF>*L*K2)*BKN 
CALL IN (CARGfIfBINfBKN)
H34 a M34 + 2.0*(L + B*K2)*£LN*3KN/R12
C
C FIND M34 FOR COMPLEX ARGUMENT
C
C




M43 a ((L2 + M2SQ)*A - 2.0*L*M2)#BKN




H44 a ((L2 + K2SQ) - L*B*K2)*BKN
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c
C FIND DENOMINATOR BY EXPANDING THE DETERMINANT OF COFFICIENTS 
C
AA1 » M33*M44 - M43*M34 
AA2 =* M23*M32*M44 
AA3 » M24*M32*M43 
AA4 « M23*M31*M44 
AAS = M24*M31*M43
DENOM = H11*<M22*AA1 - AA2 + AA3) - M12*<M21*AA1 - AA4 + AAS) 
DNOM * CA8S<DENOM)
C
C DENOMINATOR IS SET TO BE ZERO IF ITS MAGNITUDE .L£. 1..E-30 
C
IF (DNOM .(_£> 1*£-30)G0 TO 200
C
C FIND COFACTOR AND THEN Cl
C
C0FAC1 » (M22*AA1 - AA2 + AA3)
Cl = COFACl/DENOM
C
C FIND COFACTOR AND THEN C2
C
C0FAC2 a -<M21*AA1 - AA4 + AAS)
C2 a C0FAC2/DEN0M
C
C FIND PRESSURE FUNCTION IN FLUID
CARG = Ml*R01
IF(CABS < CARG > .LE. l.E-29S)G0 TO 100 
CALL IN (CARG»0»BIN > BKN >
PFUNCa DENS1*Q**2*(C1*BIN + C2*BKN>
GO TO 300 
100 PFUNCa DENS1#Q**2*(C1)
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C FUNCTION TO COMPUTE COMPLEX SQUARE ROOT AND PUT
C THE UALUE IN THE RIGHT QUADRANT






IF(ZR.LT.0..AND.ZI.LT.0.>G0 TO 5 
CSRT a CSQRT(Z)
RETURN 









COMPLEX A» B »DUM1'DUM2'DUM3'DUM4'DUM5'DUM6 






C FIND Ml FOR FLUID 
C
L » CMPLX< 0*0'AL)
L2 » -LtL
M1SQ * L2 - <3/CPl>**2 
Ml a CSRT(MISQ)
IF<ELA .NE. ELC .AND. ELL .NE. ELN)GO TO 10
C
C COMPUTE M2 AND K2 FOR ISOTROPIC CASE
CP2 a SORT(ELA/DENS2)
CS2 a SORT(ELL/DENS2)
M23Q = L2 - <Q/CP2>**2 
M2 a CSRT(M2SQ)
K2SQ = i_2 - <0/CS2>**2 
K2 a CSRT < K2SQ>




C FIND COEFFICIENTS FOR THE QUADRATIC EQUATION FOR M2 AND K2 
C
CA * ELA*ELL
DUMC8 » ELA*£LC - ELF**2 - 2.0*£LF*ELL
CB » DUMCB*<DENS2<<ELA + ELL)/DUMCB - L2/Q**2>
CC * ELL*ELC*(DENS2/ELL - L2/Q**2>*(DENS2/ELC - L2/Q4*2>
C
C FIND C8**2 - 4.0*CA*CC 
C
B2M4AC * C3*CB - 4.0*CA*CC
C
C FIND COMPLEX COEFFICIENT M2 AND K2 
C
M2SQ a Q**2*C0.S*(-CB + CSRT(B2M4AC>>/CA)
M2 a CSRT< M2SQ)
K2SQ a Q**2*(O.S*(-C3 - CSRT<B2M4AC)>/CA>
K2 a CSRT(K2SQ>
20 CONTINUE
IF(ELA .NE. ELC .AND. ELL .NE. ELN>00 TO 30
C
■: ' FOR ISOTROPIC CASE A = B a o
A = CMPLX(O.OfO.O)
B a CMPLX( 0 . 0»0 .0 >




C FIND THE COEFFICIENT A 
C
IF(CABS(L) .LE. l.E-295)G0 TO 40 
DUM1 » -M2/(L)
DUM2 * <ELF + 2.0*ELL)*L2 - ELA*M2SQ - DENS2*<3**2 
DUM3 » (ELL*L2 - (ELA - ELF - ELL)*M2SQ - DENS2*Q**2) 
A * DUM1*DUM2/DUM3 
GO TO 50 
40 CONTINUE
A =* CMPLX(0, 0»0.0)
50 CONTINUE
C
C FIND THE COEFFICIENT B 
C
IF(CABS (K2) .LE. l.E-295)G0 TO 60 
DUM4 » -L/K2
DUM5 *, ELL*L2 - (ELA - ELF - ELL)*K2SQ - 0£NS2*Cl**2 
DUM6 » (ELF + 2•0*ELL)#L2 - ELA#K2SQ - DENS2*Q**2 
9 a DUM4*DUM5/DUM6 
GO TO 70 
60 CONTINUE




SUBROUTINE TO FILL FOURIER COEFFICIENTS IN ARRAY OF 
1024 POINTS AND CALL ANOTHER SUBROUTINE TO DO FFT




DO 1 1*1 >1024 
CA<I) * 0.0 
C3(I> * 0.0 
CC<I> » 0.0
CAA< I) * CMPLX(0.0»0.0)
CONTINUE
DO 2 J»lfKFREQ
CA< J + KLOU) * AMC< N » J)
CA<1024 - KLOU - J. + 2) * AMC(N»J>
CB(J + KLOU) * BMC <N »J )
C3(1024 - KLOU - J + 2) = -BMC(N.J)
CONTINUE 
DO 3 K*1t1024









C SUBROUTINE TO PERFORM FFT
C TAKEN FROM CLAERBOUT 11976)
C
SUBROUTINE FORK(LX»CXrSIGNI>
COMPLEX CX < LX)>CARG»CEXP»CU»CTEMP
COMMON/CONST/PI
J*1
IF < SIGNI . EQ. -l.)SC=1.0 
IF(SIGNI .EQ. 1. >SC*1.0/LX 
DO 30 1*1rLX 





20 IF(J*LE.M)GO TO 30
J*J-M 
M»M/2






CU=CEXP < CARG >
DO 50 I*M»LX»ISTEP 
CTEMP*CU*CX(I+L)
CX <I+L)*CX <I)-CTEMP 
50 CX(I)*CX(I)+CTEMP 
L=ISTEP











UO » (QMAX - QMIN)/2.0 + QMIN 
UC * < QMAX - QMIN) /2 • 0 
ASIN * PI*(U - WO)/UC 
SI * 4000•0*1»8316*(U - UO)
IF(SI .EQ. 0 *)GO TO 10 
FU a SIN(ASIN)/SI 
GO TO 20











DUML = PI*AL/ALMAX 
IF(AL .EQ. 0.)GO TO 10 
FL a SIN(DUML)/DUML 
GO TO 20 
10 CONTINUE 







C COMPLEX I AND K BESSEL FUNCTIONS IN SINGLE PRECISION REAL
C ARITHMETIC FOR DEC 10 OR CDC 7600
C
C WRITTEN BY B. ANDERSON AND K. KAPLIN» JANUARY 1979
C
w MODIFIED FOR PURE IMAGINARY ARGUMENT BY
C SHEIN WANGf SEPTEMBER 19S0
C
C TO CHANGE THE VARIABLES IN THE SUBROUTINE CALL FROM
C COMPLEX TO DOUBLE PRECISION* REMOVE THE EXISTING
C SUBROUTINE STATEMENT AND INSERT IN ITS PLACE.*
C
C SUBROUTINE IN <ZR*21 *N tANSR*ANSI *ANSKR*ANSKI)
C
C ALSO INSERT C'S IN COLUMN ONE IN THE TWO PLACES
C INDICATED IN THE LISTING IN SUBROUTINE IN.
C
C SINGLE PRECISION MAY PROVIDE ENOUGH ACCURACY FOR
C SOME PROBLEMS* ESPECIALLY ON THE CDC 7600. ALSO
C EXECUTION TIME WILL BE FASTER USING SINGLE PRECISION.
C
C INSERT A C IN COULMN ONE IN THE NEXT LINE FOR COMPLEX
C ARUGMENT AND RESULTS
SUBROUTINE IN (Z *N *ANS*ANSK>





C REMOVE C'S IN COLUMN ONE ON THE FOLLOWING
C TWO LINES FOR COMPLEX ARGUMENT AND RESULTS
ZR»R£AL<Z>
ZX=*AIMAG< Z>
C INSERT C'S IN COLUMN ONE IN THE PRECEEDING TWO


























IF (N.EQ.l) 60 TO 210
BR*UCR
BI*UCI















IF <N .EQ.0> 60 TO 10 





















IF (NM.EQ.O) GO TO 221
SRsUCR
3I=UCI










IF (NM.EQ.O) GO TO 32
14UR=FNM
UUI*0.




































IF (TEMPI.EQ.O.) TEMPl*ONE 
TEMP2*USUMI
IF (TEMP2.EQ» 0*) TEMP2=QNE 
TEMP1»UUR/TEMPI 
TEMP2a»UUI/TEMP2
IF <A8S(TEMPI>.GE..IE-15) GO TO 20 
IF (ABS(TEMP2> »GE». IE-15) GO TO 20 
TEMP1»VSUMR
IF (TEMPI.EQ.0.) TEMP1=»QNE 
TEMP2»0SUMI
IF (TEMP2.EQ.0.) TEMP2*QNE 
TEMP 1*WR/TEMPI 
TEMP25*VVI/TEMP2
IF (ABS(TEMPI).GE..IE-15) GO TO 20 
IF (A8S(TEMP2). GE..IE-15) GO TO 20 
















IF (SR.GE.5.+N/4.) CALL ZK24 <ZDR»ZDI>N*ANSKR>ANSKI> 
ANSR*USUMR*UCIR-USUMI#UCII 
ANSI»USUMR*UCII+USUMI*UCIR 
IF CIQ.EQ.l) GO TO 500 
IF (IQ.EQ.4) GO TO 60 
GO TO 70 
60 ANSI*-ANSI 
ANSKI»-ANSKI 
GO TO 500 
70 CESR»l+2*(2*<N/2)-N)


























C REMOVE C'S IN COMUMN ONE ON THE FOLLOWING TWO
C LINES FOR COMPLEX ARGUMENT AND RESULTS♦
ANS»CMPLX(ANSR* ANSI)
ANSKsCMPLX < ANSKR tANSKI)
C INSERT C'S IN COLUMN ONE IN THE PRECEEDING TWO
C LINES FOR DOUBLE PRECISION ARGUMENT AND RESULTS
RETURN
310 CALL ILN (ZR>ZI»N>ANSR»ANSI»ANSKRtANSKI)
GO TO 301 
END
SUBROUTINE ILN (ZR»ZI*N* ANSR tANSI»ANSKR » ANSKI)






C COMPLEX SQUARE ROOT
IF (ARGR.GE.O.) GO TO 101












































































SUBROUTINE ZK24(ZR»ZI»N »ZK1R»ZK1I) 
DIMENSION X(12)»C(12>
DATA X( 1)/ .361913603606156014E+02/ 
DATA X< 2)/ *276611087798460900E+02/ 
DATA X( 3)/ »213967359361661098E+02/ 
DATA X( 4)/ .164321950876733130E+02/ 
DATA X< 3>/ .123904479638094713E+02/ 
DATA X( 6)/ *9075434230961202S7E+01/ 
DATA X( 7)/ .636997S33803063307E+01/ 
DATA X< 8)/ *419841564487841315E+01/ 
DATA X( 9)/ .250984809723212788E+01/ 
DATA X(10)/ »126958994010396153E+01/ 
DATA X(ll)/ *434506681563730283E+00/ 
DATA X(12)/ *503613891172939334E-01/ 
DATA C< 1)/ >332873699297821780E-15/ 
DATA C( 2)/ .131692404861363402E-11/ 
DATA C< 3)/ .60923083399731078OE-O9/ 
DATA C< 4)/ .803794234988283940£-07/ 
DATA C< 5)/ .431649140980466720E-05/ 
DATA C< 6)/ . 113773832728087596E-03/ 
DATA C( 7)/ •164738496537683500E-02/ 
DATA C< 8)/ .140967116201453420E-01/ 
DATA C( 9)/ .748909410064614920E-01/
DATA C(10)/ * 255479243569118320E+00/ 
DATA C<11)/ .572339070692886040E+00/ 
DATA C (12)/ .853862327737398500£+00/ 
DATA ONE/1.£0/






































IF <N.EQ.l) GO TO 9 
BR2=TR*X(I>
BI2»ZIT*X<I>









IF (ABS(ZR) » LE.30.) ET=EXP<-ZR) 
IF (ZR.GE.30.) ET=0.
IF (ZR.GT.-50.) GO TO 11 
ZT=1.E20
11 CONTINUE















SUBROUTINE ZK32(ZR»ZI>N >ZK1R»ZK1I) 
DIMENSION X(16>»CU6)
DATA X< 1)/ .507772238775370808E+02/ 
DATA X( 2)/ •410816665254912019E+O2/ 
DATA X( 3)/ .337819704882261658E+02/ 
DATA X< 4)/ .273314332113286757E+02/ 
DATA X( 3)/ .223213006933252084E+02/ 
DATA X( 6)/ .18537743l786066933E*02/ 
DATA X< 7>/ .148314313418012497E+02/ 
DATA X< 3)/ .116770336739739364E+02/ 
DATA X< 9)/ • 395500133772339017E+01/ 
DATA X(10)/ #664221517974144425E+01/ 
DATA X(ll)/ « 470672670766758733E+01/ 
DATA X(12)/ .312460105070214431E+01/ 
DATA X (13)/ .1S7793150769607417E+01/ 
DATA X(14)/ .933353155390863424E+00/ 
DATA -X<15)/ *342200136010947678E+00/ 
DATA X(16)/ .37962914375313456IE-01/ 
DATA C( 1)/ .146213528547683240E-21/
DATA C( 2)/ .184634730730365840E-17/ 
DATA C< 3)/ »239468803418369740E-14/ 
DATA C( 4)/ .843002042265289520E-12/ 
DATA C( 3)/ »118665329267932772E-09/ 
DATA C( 6)/ .819766432934179320E-03/ 
DATA C< 7)/ .314833558509118800E-06/ 
DATA C< 3)/ .730117023912475220E-05/ 
DATA C< ?)/ . 108331681236399652E-03/ 
DATA C<10)/ .107253473105594410E-02/ 
DATA C<11)/ .730978065330885620E-02/ 
DATA C<12)/ . 351068576631468600E-01/ 
DATA C (13)/ .12091626191132S223E+00/ 
DATA C <14)/ .302539463153284960E+00/
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DATA C(15)/ »554916234603039800E+00/ 























DO 10 1*1»16 
TR*ZRT+X <I )
TEMP*SQRT(TR*TR+ZIT*ZIT)
AR=SQRT< <TR + TEMP)*.5E0>




2 AI=*SQRT ( TEMP)























IF (ABS(ZR).LE•50 . > ET»EXP(-ZR>
IF (2R.GE.50.) ET=0.













C PROGRAM TO PLOT REAL OR IMAGINARY PART OF PRESSURE FUNCTION*
C SUM OF IMAGINARY PART OF PRESSURE FUNCTION* STRENGTH* ETC.
C THIS PROGRAM READS TUO COLUMNS OF DATA UPTO IOOO LINES IN
C FREE FORMAT.
C
PROGRAM GPLOT<INPUT»OUTPUT »NPARAM» TAPE1»TAPE2» TAPE3» TAPE4 * TAPES♦ 
1TAPE6 * TAPE7 * TAPE8 * T APE9 *TAPE10 * TAPE11*TAPE12*TAPE13*TAPE14*TAPE13» 
2TAPE16*TAPE17*TAPE18*T APE19 * TAPE20)
DIMENSION T (1002)»A M P <1002)»AROC K <3)*AX<3) »AY<3>
WRITE 9
9 FORMAT< 1H *'ENTER ROCK TYPE* MAX * 30 CHAR.')
READ 11*AROCK
WRITE 10








14 FORMAT(1H *'ENTER LABEL FOR Y-AXIS* MAX = 30 CHAR.')
READ 11* AY
WRITE 15
15 FORMAT<1H *'ENTER 0 TO DRAW LINE ONLY* 1 TO PLOT POINTS ONLY')
READ **IP
WRITE 16
16 FORMAT<1H *'HOW MANY DATA POINTS ?')
READ **NP
WRITE 17
17 FORMAT<1H *'UHAT IS AMPLITUDE FACTOR ?')









CALL SCALECT *5* »NUM»1)




IF(IP .EQ. 0>CALL LINE<T ,AMP»NUM* 1,0»0>
IF(IP .EQ. 1)CALL LINECT>AMP»NUM»1>-1»11)
CALL NEUPENC3)
CALL SYMBOLC1.5*6.0*.2»AROCKr0.»30>




C PROGRAM TO PLOT WAVEFORMS OP BODY WAVES OR NORMAL MODES OR 
C TOTAL WAVEFORMS
C THIS PROGRAM WILL READ SOURCE-RECEIVER DISTANCE FIRST AND 
C THEN TIME AND AMPLITUDE <512 POINTS) IN FREE FORMAT AS 
C THE DATA WRITTEN ON FILES TAPE5* TAPE6* AND TAPE7 
C
PROGRAM WPLQT <INPUT»OUTPUT »NPARAM> TAPE1*TAPE2* TAPE3 »TAPE4»TAPES * 
1TAPE4*TAPE7*TAPES*TAPE9»TAPE10rTAPEU*TAPE12»TAPE13*TAPE14»
2TAPE15 * TAPE16 » TAPE17» TAPE18* TAPE19» TAPE20)
DIMENSION T (514)» AMP<514)*AY1<2)*AN<2)*AS<2)*A0<3)»AR0CK<3> 
1*LASEL<3>
DATA AX1/9HTIME < MS)/*AY1/10HPRESSURE <* 10HDYN/CM**2>/
DATA AD/10HS0URCE-REC»10HEIVER *SPAC*lOHING(CM) * /
WRITE 1
1 FORMAT(1H » 'ENTER INPUT TAPE NUMBER* MAX * 20 *>
READ **ID
WRITE 2
2 FORMAT<1H *'ENTER TYPE OF ROCK* MAXIMUM 30 CHARACTERS*)
READ 3*AROCK
3 FORMAT < 3A10 >
WRITE 11
11 FORMAT(1H *'ENTER TILTLE OF PLOT* MAXIMUM 30 CHAR.*)
READ 3 * LA8EL 
READ<ID**>SRD 
DO 10 1=1*512 
READ<ID**)T(I)*AMP<I>
10 CONTINUE










CALL SYMBOL(1*5*5»5>»15 >LABEL»0 ♦> 30) 
CALL SYMBOL(1»S>6*5?.2>ARQCK>0»0f30) 
CALL SYMBOL<0•3>5«0»«1>A0’0*>30)
CALL NUMBER(4 ♦ 0 > 5 * 0 »•1»SRD»0.0>2) 
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